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THE LE I GER & TIMES
Fair to Its Readers—Fair to its Advertisers
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

New Series No. 637

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon July 13, 1939

Volume CVII; No. 28

PItCHED BATTLE Lynn Grove FFA Boys and Sponsor Extend 500 MEND DAIRY Hill Says Tobacco -Association Has
RAGES IN HARLAN Tribute to Gregory After Washington- Trip CATTLE PICNIC ON
MINING REGION
COLLEGE PROPERTY Established Need For Its Existence
Troops With Tanks
ailloway Countians Win
Boody' Russell Is Manager
Go to Scene; Chandler
Prizes for Best DairyCO-OP PRESIDENT
Blames CIO
ing Displays
For Dean In Campaign EXPLAINS DECLINE
ONE MAN IS KILLED,
SENATOR GAINES
FIVE ARE INJURED
SPEAKS TO GROUP
IN MARKET PRICES

After returning from a 2-week's boy* 'c,,isited Norris Dam, gaining Institute. the National Museum. the
tour that carried them through six some idea of the cbllossal size the Washington Monument and the
eastern states and the Nation's Gilbertsville dam will be when it Lincoln
State
Memorial. Washington's
Capital, 24 Lynn Grove hi
is completed. They rode 30 miles home at Mount Vernon (while
school Future Farmers of A
Drive
among,
there
along the Sky. Land
they saw the Prince and
ca members and their sponsor. -mountains 3,880 feet. above sea Princess of Norway), Arlington
Bobbie Grogan, with twa truck level, saw caves in Virginia, and Cemetery, Robert E. Lee's. Mandrivers, Hardy and Clifford Rogers, beautiful rock gardens.
sion. the Supreme Court Building.
paid unstinted tribute/10 CongressIn
Washington
Congressman the Library of Congress, and the
man Noble J. Gregery who they Gregory gave to each five letters Capitol.
Seedy Russell. Deputy County
said welcomed them so generously of introduction giving them perFifteen of the boys rode in one
411.
HARLAN, Ky., July 13—Blazing to Washington and acted as their mission to go through certain of the five largest dirigibles in the
Senator Perry B. Gaines, Car- Clerk, announced today that he
has
been appointed by Garnett
guns of pickets and National guide for an entire day.
Blames Vote of Farmers in
buildings.
Mrs. Gregory treated United State while in Washington, rollton. Ky.. president of the Amercandidate for Clerk of, the
Making _the trip were Ralph the Calloway
countians to ice and all went to the amusement ican Jersey Cattle Club of New Dean,
Guardsmen killed a miner, seriRescinding
Marketing
principal Court of Appeals, as his campaign
cream.
park.
York
City,
was__
the
Crouch,
Isaac
CrawFrom
Washington,
Ford,
Donald
they
Low
Price
=---ously wounded a militia officer and
Quutas
for
Calloway
County
and
manager
for
ford, Earl Scherffius, Howard RogSpending two and a half days went to
Annapolis, Md.; went spealw at the annual Jersey Catthe First Congressional District.
felled four others yesterday in the ers, Robert L. Kelley. Thomas L. in Washington, the boys visited the swimming in Chesapeake
Bay; tle Cliib picnic held on the MurRussell declared Dean is from
DIRECTORS PRESENT
most serious "Bloody Harlan's" Armstrong, James T. Stark, Hemp- White House and the Senate Gal- from thence to Baltimore; saw the ray College farm July 12.
Special guests included the Todd- Harrodsburg, Ky., is a former
soft coal fields. Two others were, tbn Erwin, Calvin Murdock Glen- lery while it was in session, went great battlefield at Gettysburg, Pa.
AT ANNUAL MEETING
del Reaves. Jones Rogers, Eugene to the famous Ford Theatre where They went through the Heinz plant Christian Jersey breeders, : Jersey clerk and deputy county clerk of
beaten.
Smith, Noah Ed Armstrong, Billie Lincoln was assassinated, saw a at the world's largets kitchen in breeders of Southern Illinois. In- Mercer County, and is a former
Boone Hill, Sharpe, Ky., presiWhile the troops were bringing Wilkins, Alvis Ed Jones, Rubin $100,000 bill in the Bureau of En; Pittsburgh, and from thence went diana, and Southeast
Misseuri, president of the - County Clerys
dent of the Western Dark Fired
to jail 250 men arrested at the Windsor, John Ed Stephens, Ves- graving where money and. stamps through the zoo at Cincinnati, re- Future Farmers of America, Pur- Association of Kentucky. He said
Tobacco Growers Association, in
scene of the clash between pickets ter Todd, Hinson Myers, Jimmie are made, went through the Fed- turning by way of Louisville and chase 4-H Clubs. and Farm Bureau this was his first state race, and
his annual report to members and
and soldiers, a second outburst of Don Caldwell, Sponsor Grogan and eral Bureau of Investigation build- Churchill Downs.
members. Approximately 500 were that both he and, Mr. Dean would
the board of directors here Wedappreciate the efforts of friends in
Expenses Of the trip per individ- in atfendance.
bullets from the weapons of the drivers Hardy and Clifford Rogers. ing where criminal investigations
nesday
afternoon, declared "this
his behalf. He is widely known
On the way to Washington, the are made, visited the Smithsonian ual ranged from $9 to $15 each.
soldiers wounded Hubert Green, a
GARNETT DEAN
Whiners in the judging contests as a fox hunter and sportsman.
association in the last eight years
High Splint min-er, and his mother,
Gingles, Kirksey,
were: Robert
has succeeded . . . in establishing
If elected, Dean will have to
Mrs. Kizzie Green, on a Harlan
Ky., winner of Jersey bull calf, 1st
a very definite need for its exist
.%
street.
place; Hugh Palmer, Murray; employ four deputies in his office,
ence In the tobacco industry."
Chandler Orders Guards
Glenn Mason, Lowes; Henry Rus- and it is reported that Mr. RusThis need was manifest,
he said,
•
_
Gov. A. B. Chandler, at Ashland
sell, Itaducah; Robert Crthg, Hazel; sell will, be oriesof Meet.- as he is
notwithstanding the fact that the
on,a tour of the Eastern Kentucky
Thomas Carter, Marion; Edmon selecting campaign managers from
general
average
of
advances
given
psountain flood area where 71 were
Vaughn. Wingo; Pat Carson, Mur- four different sections of the state.
on 1938 tobacco dropped from the
drowned last week, immediately
Mayfield;
Ault
the
Darnell,
understood
that
It
is
,
ray; A,pbrey
1937, level of $8.08 per hundred to
ordered 300 additional National
and Robert Holloway. Mayfield— county clerks in the state are
;3.14.
to
subscription
office,
due
to
Guardsmen here, doubling the
received
a
Dean
for
the
backing
each
Hill said, the decline was due to
With its Membership deadline
strength of the troops. The Govthe fact that he himself is a forma farm magazine.
the fact a `large percentage of the
not to take place until August 20.
ernor's order included tanks id A. V. Havens Names Four the American Legion of Kentucky
Dr. James H. Richmond, presi- er clerk. His opponent in this Thirty Per Cent Increase 1938 Crop was damaged and sold
machine gun companies.
dent of Murray State, welcomed state race is Chas. O'Connell, in- Shows In Enrollment Over for $2.25 per hundred. and due too
on July 8 was only 158 members
Major Bodies For
Dock Caldwell, 31, miner of Wilthe visitors to the, college farm. cumbent.
short of its National quota of 14,to the reduction by the Secretary
Objects,
Aims
mining
That of 1938
coal
small
son-Barger, a
of Agriculture of 20 percent in the
651, State
Commander
Joe T. Noted Gentleman of Near Dexter He told the group that the college
camp. was shot fatally.
laborafarm was valuable for a
advance price, thus causing a lower
Lovett said here today.
Was Nearine_78 When Death
It was_ announced that Brigadier
tory. student work, and food supaverage. He blamed the vote of
FALL SEMESTER TO
MEMBERS ARE In the state last year, Mr. Lovett
Came
General Ellerbe Carter, command- MANY
hall. This meetfor
dining
piles
membership during
BEGIN SEPTEMBER 18 farmers in repealing the tobacco
ing the state troops, would arrive REPRESENTED BY HEAD said, the total
said, afforded an opporhe
ing,
marketing quotas as contributing
the year was 13.566, and on July
Henry B. Neale, who would have tunity for college students, farmshortly- to take charge.
to' the reduction. "Had this crop
11 of last year the, number was 13,- been 78 years old on August 16,
Registering an increase of more not been damaged," he .asserted,
A.' V. Havens, president of the 450. The -Wel of 14,493 on July died of general complications at ers, and specialists to exchange
Trouble At Mine
than 30 per cent over that of a "I feel the • average would have
The scene of the encounter be- Murray Rotary -Club, announced 8 of this year was 1,043 members his home near Dexter last Thurs- iedas.
tween pickets and guardsmen was today his list of committeemen for more than the membership upon day morning.
Besides Gaines and Richmond,
New 1939-1940 operator's licenses year ago, approximately 800 stu- been approximately the same as the
dents are enrolled for the summer
.-the Mahan-Ellison Coal Company the 1939-1940 period.
the corresponding date last year.
Long a devoted member of the others. on the program included: for car drivers are now on sale semester at Murray State College. 1937 crop."
circuit
t
mine on Catron's creek, five miles
He lauded the Association as
He named John S. Neal chair- the State Commander pointed out. Methodist church. Mr. Neale was George Harris, extension dairy- and are available at the
The registrar's records show that being in "a Most advantageous consouthwest of Harlan. Only a few man of the Community Service
office, Claude L.
man of the, University of Ken- court 'lerk's
L
Declaring. that meniberships in the father of children who have
118 students from Calloway county dition" to carry' on with what be
field
Gardner,
Lawrence
announced
tucky;
clerk,
- esdays ago an explosion was reported ,Committes which is composed of
Miller,
circuit
the Murray post are far below nor- proved prominent in civic purare now attending the Murray sum- termed "the splendid work it is
American Jersey this morning.
agent of the
in the depths of the Liggett mine of the
following
sub-committees: mal, Lovett urged that all veter- suits.
mer term. Others are expected to doing for the tobacco farmer of
the same company with a loss esti- Boys work—Orvis Wells, chairThe youngest son of the late Cattle Club; Rev. A. V. Havens,
Any driver. Miller said, who has register Monday, July 17,
men whether or
ans
or
ex-service
for the Western Kentucky."
mated by officials at $20,000.
man, Jack Markwell. and Loren not they have ever been legion- Alfred W.. and Elizabeth Roberts president of Murray Rotary Club; never had an operator's license for
Among those arrested at the mine Adams;
The president said 52.4 percent of
Rural-Urban—Harry
I. naires or not join up with the Neale, Henry B. was married in John Cochran, Calloway County Kentucky will be required to pass second 5-week's term beginning on
that
date
and
ending
officially
Fri- receipts from tobacco this year
Carman,
Prof.
A.
Agent;
by the soldiers were George Tiler, Sledd. chairman, Vernon Stubble- Murray post. •
1876 to Mary Childress, who sur- Farm
an examination before a new Iitenseday.
August
18.
The
agrilast
day
College
to
Murray
the
head
'of
Harlan
secretary-treasurer of the
came from weed damaged by wildfield, Sr., and R. L. Smith; Comvives him along with the followis issued him. A State High- register for
Members locally may gain memsummer credit is July fire .and graded as X5G and NG.
district of the United Mine Work- munity
Recreation—Ed
Filbeek.
ing children: E. G. -Neale, Lay- culture department.
way, Examiner is in Murray every 22.
•
Est/
the
Murray post
The,cooperative, according to the
ers (C.1.0.), and his wife Major chairman; T. H. Stokes, and Ron- bership with
mon and B. G. Neale. all of MurThe Kirksey Homemakers pro- Thursday to examine such appliThe fall semester begins with- report, has a membership of 9,Fred Staples, commanding the ald Churchill; Civic Extension either by seeing Post Commander. ray; Mrs. J. G. Morris. Miss Ellen vided lunch for the occasion.
cants, and appointments to meet
Bryan
Tolley,
Adjutant
Max
B.
Monday, September 576 growers in 11 counties, eight
guardsmen, said warrants would Projects—P. B. Gholson. chairNeale, and Mrs. Reedie Gay. of
Lawrence Gardner. district field Min may be. made at any time at registration
18, and the last day to register for in Kentucky----Calloway, Graves,
be issued for both charging them man,' Hunter Love, and Oscar Hurt, George Hart, or State Corn- Marshall county. In addition there man kr _Ole American Jersey Cat- the clerk's office,
mander
Lovett,
„fall
credit
is
Monday. October 1 Marshall, McCracken, Carlisle, Bal1
)
0 with being accessories to the shoot- Skaggs; "Mayor's Christmas. Tree,"
were numerous grandchildren and fie •'''''spoke on the different
Drivers who have their 193,Enrolled from Calloway county lard. Hickman, and Fulton;—and
Karl Frazee, chairman. Jack Sherpurpose it 1939 license must bring the old
great grandchildren.
'ng.
organizations whose
borough, and Bill Swann.
'Pitched Battle'
The Revs, H. P. Blankenship was to promote the' breeding of license with them when„apaying this summer: Evelyn Anderson, three in Tenneosee—Henry, Obion,and E. Motheral conducted the Jersey Cattle. He named the state for the new one, since the"`viklki li- Elizabeth Adams, Geneva Adams, and Weekley.
J A. Dickinson, an official of the
Charles Stewart
was named
Helen Brown, Phyllis Buck. Leonfuneral services at Brooks Chapel and local units of this organize- T
He said 97 new members were
Mahan-Ellison Campany, one of the chairman of the Club Service
sent to pFet:nkj
fiart..,
ce
ulyr
1.acl Burkeen. Alice Blakley, Har- added to the Association this year
Friday afternoon, and burial fol- tion as the most beneficial aids, The present
mines which have operated with- Committee.
e
t
n ustblicense
Subcommittee aides
-rigt
Bryant.
Lee
Burske, Irene against an emial number of canlowed in the Gordon cemetery.
and emphasized the local units. 31.
out a CIO. "union shop" contract were listed as follows: EntertainI Brtradon, Kenneth Bell, Brandon cellations, FiftY seven of the canIn charge of the song service He said 1800 Jersey Cattle were
bsince soldiers went on duty in the ment and fellowship — George
1
Brumley
,
Martha
Lou
Barber, cellations came at the request of
were' Rex Anderson, Johnnie Ram- registered in Kentucky during the
county May 14, described the shoot- Baker. chairman, Joe T. Lovett,
James Riley Bailey, Eugene Boyd, the board of directors for "violating
ing* as a "pitched battle" between and J. H. Richmond; Rotar EducaState Commander Joe Lovett re- sey, Mrs. Clint Skaggs.. Holman past year. He gave examples of
Edna Pearl' mon, Alice Nelle their contract in the marketing of
guardsmen and union miners on tion—Hugh McElrath, chairman, A. ported today the following pro- Jones, and R. H. Falwell. Pall- specific improvement in the JerEvans. Carlos E
n, Mildred Irma their 1938 crop."
picket duty.
L. aBiley, and R. M. Mason; Mem- gram for the State Legion Con- bearers were. active, J. W. Jones, sey cattle industry. He concluded
Galten, G. E. Ga
er, Frances
From year to year, Hill claimed,
Captain Ben Herndon of Bar- bership and Classifications—La- vention to be held in Louisville, J. H. Gordon, I. B. Jones, 0. T. with listing the requirements of
Elizabeth
Gatlin, Jo
Gordon, Arlie Jones. and Loweil the American Jersey Cattle Club.
Thomas in setting forth the present status
bourville. who made the military verne Wallis, chairman: Luther starting Sunday, July 24.
Irvan,
Anna
He
Johns
Culver: .honorary, W. M. DaughAnna of the Association, growers are recSenator Gaines addressed the
Investigation of the shooting at the Robertson, and George Hart
Congressman martin Dies will
e,rty, Horace Walston, A. L. Dar- group on the Jersey Catle Club
Word was received here Satur- Sue Evans;
,
ognizing the cooperative as their
mine, reported the firing began
The International Relations speak Sunday; National Command- rielL E. A. Narmey, and Edward and its functions. He has been day that Wilda Bryan Mason, 6Iris
Key.
Martha
Sue
Key.
Ha
only hope "to obtain a living price
when Captain Hanberry approach- Committee is composed of W. J. er Steve Chadwick, Seattle, Wash.,
Mrs.
Miller
and
Keys,
of
the
daughter
of
Mr.
Eva
Jones.
president
year-old
C.
reeently
elected
Johnson
Kennedy,
their produce." In addition, he
ed a car -carrying _men to the pits Caplinger, chairman, R. H. .Hood, will speak Monday. July 25: the
Park, Nancy Mellen, Thomas Earl Mar- saido,tobacco interests approve it
Mason, Highland
club for the third consecutive Bryan
as pickets attempted to pull one of and G. C. Asheraft; on the Voca- annual parade will be held Monterm
Mich., former resident of Cello- tin, Winifred Keys Miller, Mer- "as the...most important factor" in
• the men from the car.
tional Service committee are Edd day afternoon followed by several
painful injuries cedes W. Mayderi, Wiola Neufield, stabilizingothe market.
"The Jersey cow has no equal way, received
Herndon said Hanberry was shot Frank
Kirk, chairman. Tremon informal parties and dinner. Monand .will stand the test in face of when she fell last week from a Johnny Parrigan, Ethel Paschall,
"It becomegornore apparent-from
down and that as he lay on the 'Beale, and A. D. Butterworth. The day evening; Tuesday afternoon_ a
competition of any breed in the teeter-totter on which she was Bill Pollard, Gertie Paschall, Ar- year to year that, the schedule of
ground the officer, pulled his gun Aims and Objects committee is boat trip will be taken tvith a
Ford's
Park.
thur
food
playing
at
animal
supplies
world.
No
Peterson
'Clarence
Perry,
Paul
advances established by the Asand fired into the picket group. composed of A. V... Havens, chair- banquet at 7:30 at the Kentucky
The child was rushed to the Parker, M. 0. Thomas. Fowler sociation very surel, fixes the
so economically as does the JerPickets and guardsnien tddk up man, John S. Neal, Charles Stew- Hotel; followed by the Commandgeneral
hospital
'Park
Highland
Todd.
Ruth
Helen
Cove,
Gaines
said.
Lucian
sey
cow."
Senator
minimum market price,"
report
Caplinger, and Ed er's hall at 10 p. m. at the Brown
_ the fire.
art, W. J.
Several Calloway county tenant
The club was organized in 1868 where an x-ray showed her to Coleman; R. L. Cooper, Frances said.
Hotel,
"
A cordon of troops was thrown Frank Kirk.
She
was
farmers have made applicaticre for for the purpose & the security of have a broken forearm.
In summarizing the history
about the jail as the arrested group
the purchase of farms through the the animal and for the improve- reported to be improving nicely. (See "Calloway County", Page 6) tng Association's work 'during 1938,
was brought in and all those inBankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, ment of the Jersey breed. WithMr. Hill said that through the Ofcarcerated were held incommuniit was announced today by G. C. in the last two years the club has
forts of L. L. Veal, general mancado.
Dyer. Farm Security Administra- established a pedigree service for
aaer of the Association, a schedule
Grabs Guard's Gun
tion head in Calloway and Graves Jersey breeders.
of advances exactly identical—with
Green, who was standing on the
counties.
According
to
Senator
Gaines.
the
exception of low grades—with
sidewalk with his mother watching
out
for
a
period
Loans are taken
Kentucky is one of the few states
the 1938 advances was received.
- the jailing, said a guardsman
of 40 years at 3 per cent interest. in the union that has failed to
Only a few days before the marshoved 'him back. "I grabbed his
Dyer said he would take applica- meet the federal appropriation to
ket opened, however, the Secretafry
gun." Green added. "because I was
The Murray Swiming Pool, proptions either at his office in May- stamp out disease in cattle. He
1///
,
'"
of Agriculture, Hill said, "rescinded
afraid he would shoot me."
erty of the Murray Consumers
field or at the WPA office here suggested that the breeders should
,A nei_ the
Captain Herndon said the troops Coal—and Ice Corripanv, will be
Vary -Alier .-ht•yert.
on Monday mornings.
be conscious of this tact and that
the
elecPlans
are
all
set
for
fired when Green "attempted to opened for the public Friday afterHowe_ Richmond; Dorothy Work- and supplemented a schedule 20
something should be done immedi- tion of
Calloway
Murray and
Wrest the rifle from a soldier."
man, Kirkseye Mary Nee Farmer; per cent lower than the original."
noon cf this week, according to an
ately.
in the
Tobacco
Queen
County's
The 'reason for, this, he declared
Arrest of Titler left the union announcement made today by Phil
_L.
George Harris, extension special- contest to be held tomorrow night, Jo Crass: Gene Frances Chambers:
Ruth Fulton: Jane Hale: Naomi decisively. "according to the Secwithout a head temporarily as Wil- Cutchin and Billy Puckett, who
ist
of
the
daisy
of
the
University
the
MurJuly 14. at 8 o'clock. in
retary of Agriculture, both in the
liam Turnblazer, president of the will act in the capacity of man- Federal Government Sends G-Men
of Kentucky, was the last speaker ray High School auditroium. This Turk: Rachael Linn: Thelma Row
to Investivate Disorders -#
Virginia Veal: Virginia McDougal; press and in correspondence to us,
district U.M.W.. was ,summoned to agers and life guards. Mrs. Fanon
program,
He
discussed
the
sponsored
lay
the
is
being
event
Minneapolis
In
was due to the vote by the growWashington to testify soon before nie Williams will be matron at the
William Miller. 46, who died causes for dairy losses and the Young Business Men's Club, in Imogene Parks; Evelyn Lou Lockers of dark-fired tobacco against
a Senate committee regarding labor pool.
Monday night after a long illness probable causes and remedies of cooperation with about 40 of, the hart. Lynn Grove; Mary Margaret
13—
WASHINGTON.
D.
C.
July
conditions in Harlan county as
Opening of the pool came after
of tuberculosis, was buried in the the situation. He listed that a local merchants and professional Roberts. Almo; Frankie Williams; crop control for 1939."
His report disclosed the Associathey relate to the National Labor the city council had agreed to pay The federal government sending Murray---eernetery Tuesday after- lack of dairy.mindedness and cat- men.- Besides the selection of the Josephine Crawford, Lynn Grove;
investigation
of
-men
into
an
0
Marie ClodfeltM Clarine Fentress tion had auction contracts with
Relations Board. His whereabouts the rental and insurance fees on
tle
diseases,
such
as
Sam
P.
Marmiss-meal
noon
after
the
Rev.
12
musattendants
and
her
queen
was not known. A check at Wash- the project, so that in a sense the WPA disorders which led to the tin had conducted,,funeral services cramps, mastitis, Bangs disease, ical specialties have been arranged Ardeith Williams. New Concord; sales floors in Murray, Mayfield.
MinneepMarjorie Wall: Louise Shackleford; Paducah, and Paris, Tenn. Graders
ington indicated he was not there. concession will be muny in char- death of a policeman at
and sterility were the chief causes on the program whish is under the Mary
olis. Minn., indicated last night at the First Baptis( church.
Ruth -Hotrston. New Con- from the United States Bureau of
Governor Chandler, in announc- acter.
Mr. Miller, a member of the & the losses, He stressed the need direction of Mrs. Robbie Mae Willpenal
prowould
invoke
that
it
cord; Sue Marine, Kirksey: Helen Agricultural Economics in Washing at Ashland that he had ordered
The pool will open every afterFirst Baptist church, was, the son of state appropriation for the pre- lams. who is experienced in pronew
relief
act
visions
of
the
Mary Hatcher; Annie Lee ington were at service on the
Faker;
noon at '2 crclock and close each
More .tgrOo
vip
osleilere,issaid:
.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. George \-vention of these diseases.
motion of productiens of this type. -Gatlin; Audrey-Oliver:- Money-Mei/leers.
ecommitment • Of $500,000
Children and against WPA etrikers attempting- Miller who used to live 'on the
in all proba- night at 1000.
Pro!:
A.
Carman,
head
of
the
by force or, threats to prevent
The first place 'winner' will be len; Marjorie Elaine Harris; Ge- was made available to the AssociaMurray College agricultural debility due to the incendiary speech adults who furnish their own suits
survived
is
Wadesboro
road.
He
CounCalloway
Queen
of
Tobacco
other work relief employes from
made by William Turnblazer Sun- may u$e the pooh for 10 cents and staying on the job.
the
program ty and will represent the area in neva Outland: and Pauline Gro- tion for advances by the Louisby his widow and four children. partment, closed
,
gan, Hazel.
ville Bank for Cooperatives.
respectively. but the
with an expression of appreciaday. Before that, the situation was 15 cents
three daughters and a son.
Princeton Tobacco festival
the
The following business firms and
The tobacco, the report contintion to the speakers and to those
Meanwhile a movelnent in .Conquiet in Harlan county and peace- charge will be 15c and 25c if the
2. She individuals are sponsoring these
September
30
to
August
ued, was not immediately disposed
who aided him in the arrangement
_Jul picketing of mines was carried pool committee furnishes them. stress to alter relief act provisions
$10
first
prize
'
of
receive
a
will
Wallis
Drug,
Superior
of. But this year, just as previousAll swimmers must present a which resulted in the strike felled
of the program.
-out."
locally as well as the right to com- Cleaners. Core-Austin. Ledger & ly,
the Tobacco Section of the De(Turnblaier Sunday asked union health certificate from their doc- to enlist the support of President
pete for the $100 capital prize at Times, Dale & Stubblefield. H. B.
will
be
sold
tickets
tor.
Season
the
said
he
thought
partment
of Agriculture made
Roosevelt.
He
miners again to form picket lines.
Second place winner Bailey, W. T. Slerld & Co., Varsity
Princeton.
He urged the miners at a mass for $3 for adults and $1.50 for administration would stick to the
her attendant, and Theatre, Kroger's, Berry Insur- available a diversion prografh to
will
be
locally
Everett Ward Outland and Slick
requirement that WPA employes
purchase and sell- for by-product
,eneeting to "get the strike-break- children.
The Young Men's ance. Murray
receive $5.
Beauty
Shoppe.
In approving the pool's opening, must work 130 hours a month to Banks have announced today the
.
ars out" and "curtail production"
Business Club is now selling tick- Boone Cleaners, Churchill Funeral Uses, diverting the tobacco from
such
it
felt
modern
of their new
make their "security pay." This opening
at the mines having no contracts, the city council said
ets for the event, and the proceedsj Home. Diuguids Furniture Store., leaf 'channels into nicotine products.
adding "you have the right to a move would give citizens of means that many employes must skating rink just, west of the COIwill go toward paying the ex- Gholson
Realty
Co..
National
a
wholebenefit
of
tonight
at
Murray
the
for
work
the
lege
on
Main
Street
More
hours
to
mate
"This program," Hill said. "takes
peaceful picketing and to peaceLieutenant (J. G.) Robert Mc- penses of the girls to Princeton, Stores, Bank of Murray.'Maithey
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ROTARY CHAIRMAN Legion Membership In State
LISTS COMMITTEES This Year May Top Records
FOR COMING YEAR
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Henry B. Neale Is
Buried on Friday
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May be Obtained
Now, Miller Says

Lovett Announces
Program for State
Legion Convention

Mason Child Breaks
Arm in Fall While
Playing in Park
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Apply for Loans
To Purchase Land

Murray Swimming Pool To
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WPA Strike Heads
May Be *Arrested

Tobacco Queen to be Selected
Friday Night at the M. H. S.
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Stone School Opens
"King'of Kings" to
Be Shown at Kirksey After Board Hears
Plea of Committees
Williarn
"The King of Kings," one of the
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C6nsolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald. October 20. 1928
The renstent vigilance _a „our_gyai_ata.,:all.(1__CilY 1.1113:3iC11114 --011414 eli
Publishea-b-Y- The CallewaY Pulphing Canpany,
matters- of public health is 15 be commended, and especially -Dr. C. B.
North Fourth **reek Murray. Kentutice.
Jones. of -lent' Grove in diagnosing last week the illness of Cat-roll
Publishers Martin Rogers. 12Tife-undidant fever.
R. R. h.ieloan and John S. Neal
Editor and Advertising Manager
John S. Neal
lendulerit fever in itself is not especially. fatal, but very dLeigreeEntered at the Postoffice. Murray Kentucky. as second class mail matter., able and long. lweing..The germ comes from milk from cows which
are affected with what is commonly known as Bang's disease. or con-
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Book ahrTlelmble Omit
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Watson home of her brother, It. R. bteloan. 9.
Cecil Thurmond, are returning to
Has Picnic
Mr. and IVtee. Bob Dunn and their home in Centralia, Ha
Dorris Cress at Detroit is the
of Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Watson. guest -of relatives in the county. children, Bob Jr., and Meryl of
Book and Thimble Club enThe
Mn. and Mrs Bryan Staples and
Mrs. Joe Beach and Miss Lo- Birmaigham. Mich., spent She
joyed a picnic supper Wednesday
Rob Lyndell Staples attended the rena Williams of Paducah were weekend with Mrs. J. C. Dunn,
evening at the home of Mr. and
Dexter. and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
NYPS conventiou at Paris, Tenn., visitors in Murray -Monday.
County Superintendent T. C. Ar- Mrs. Carman Graham. Tables holdJuly- 4. The Rev. and Mrs. TemMrs. John W. Cochran of Mari- Rudd, Lynn Grove. They will
nett said Tuesday a total of 1,014 ing bouquets of summer flowers
pleton of Canada did the preach- on, Ky.; is the guest this week of also visit Mr. and Mrs. D. W.
•
students enrolled in 27 1-room and were placed on the lawn, and an
ing and led the song services.
her son. County Agent J. T. Coch- Dunn, a brother who is superin5 2-room schools in Calloway informal evening was spent.
A revival meeting will begin at ran, and Mrs. Cochran.
tendent of Fayette county schools,
Mr. and Mrs. Kirt Jones returnMiss Lillie Reed Davis, of ArlNat Ryan Hughes, local attorney, county Monday. The number was
Guests included members, and
Lexington. Bob has been away
ed Sunday night from Dawson ington. Ky.. is visiting this week the Nazarene Church one mile
of
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suffering
son
is
in
the
Clinic
Mrs.
Bill
Bates
and
little
Price
Laesiter,
Mr.
Mite
and
Mrs.
for 11 years and has been on the
somewhat short of the 1938' firstSprings and Sturgis among other with Rev. and Mrs. Carroll Hub- North of Kirksey the third Sunvisitors in puliceia force . in Birmingham since from a brain concussion received day enrollment of 1,187.
and Mrs. Crawford Arnett and Mr.
day in July with the Reverend Greenville; Miss., are
places after
a week's '.vacation bard and son.
in an automobile wreck on the
This year, however, six schools- and Mrs. Buren Jeffrey,
Mr. Richardson. an evangelist the home of her parents. Mr. and 'that time.
itinerary.
Mr. and Mrs. John Neal and famMrs. F. B. Outland.
'
North Highway Wednesday eve- Grindstone, Mallory, Kelley, PasMis$ Retie Gibbs returned TuesMiss Effie .Watson and Mrs. ily, Paris, Tenn., were guests Sun- from Cleveland. 0., in the role of
taking
L.
S.
Attending
Farris
has
been'
o'clock.
ning
about
8
day from Cincinnati where she
chall, South Howard, and SalemEthel Key, renresentatives of the day of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hetz- helper for the pastor, Mr. Bredholt treatments for an
infected leg. The had been spending several days physicians declared he is seriously, were consolidated, with neighborMurray Garment Company, attend- ler near Sixth and Olive. The Hetz- in the meeting.
treatments
have
been,
given
at
the
critically
injured,
with
though
not
as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. Mack
ing high schools, thus lessening the
ed
meeting of the Spencer Foun- ler's live just across the way from
heal- 0. Blalock, photographers there.
several cuts and bruises about the number of available enrollees for
Jenkins left last Monday morn- Clinic Hospital. The leg is
dation Garment Company at the
John S. .Neal, Ledger & Times co- ing for, Juualuska, N. C., where ing nicely. .
head.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
H.
Avent
and
Hotel Irvin Cobb in Paducah Tues- publisher, and so the two John
the school communities left.
James Louis Johnson, north of daughters, Frances. -anct--Ruth of
While Hughes and Ii. E. Wall,
the Young People's,.,. Assembly of
day.
his Longwood, Fla., have been visit- Jr., were returning to Murray last
got together.
the Methodist Church will be in Murray, has been confined to
During a time of beJohn D. Miller, Detroit, was a Neals
QUARTIPTe TO BROADCAST
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lee and hil- session ten days. They will return bed for the past few days with ing the 'parents of Mr. Avent Mr. evening they came over a rise in
guest of friends in Murray the
The Murray Quartet, composed reavement it become3
illness
but
is
now
of
showing
the
road
about
5
miles.
north
Eloise,
irndren, Robert, Shirley, Mary
and Mrs, ea R. Avent of'
cn Friday, July 21, in time
major part of last week.
of Chester Marine, first tenor; John
buro, Ky.,'also the parents of Mrs. Murray and a car was parked on
necessary that some
Mr. • and Mrs. Everett Jones and Dortha, all of Calvert City, for the services Ot Sunday, July. pnevemen.t.
been Avent. the Rev. and Mrs. Sam P. the road going the same way they Key, second tenor; Vester Orr,
Mrs.
Zelma
Rumfelt
has
Mr.
Sunday
of
guests
were
Ky.,
23.
have purchased a home on North
with
Jesse
Key,
bass,
baritone;
and
eordined to her bed since Saturwere, with no lights, according to Mrs. Vester Orr accompanist at the person or group of per5th street and are now occupying and Mrs. Will Ryan on West Olive
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Taylor. Bar- day night with a. serious strepto- Martin of Murray. They returned
Wall. Unable to see the ear in piano, will give a concert over sons be depended upon
Mr.
to
Longwood.
Street.
'
home
at
their
the new residence.
-bare and Bobby Taylor of. Arcadia,
Mrs. R. N. Walker of Memphis, time to avoid hitting it, as there Paducah Radio Station WPAD Sun•
Mrs. James Overt:sty spent last La., and Miss Patricia Parker of 2- occi of the hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Farley and
arMiss
Marion.Sue
Phillips
of
DeTenn., is visiting her brother. V. was another car coming from the day afternoon at 2:30, it was an- for the complete
Mr. and Mrs. Euen Gibson. Hazel, week in Cadiz visiting her father, Ringgold, La., who, were en route
troit is spending this week with
south, they crashed into the back nounced here Tuesday. •
spent Sunday at "Reelfoot Lake. 2. H. -Caldwell.
rangements of the last
to their homes from the New her cousin Miss Quava Clark of C. Stubblefield arid family.
Miss Mary Helen Freeland ar- end of the parked car. Some lady
Mrs. Willie Fuqua Dunn, DeMiss Odine Swann returned to York World's, Fair, were guests
rites. By depending on
rived in Detroit July 11 from was reported driving the parked
troit. is visiting relatives in Callo- her ,norne in Lynn Grove Sunday last Friday and Saturday of Mrs. Gibbs store vicinity.
J. W. Erwin, Sr., returned to, Nashville, Tenn., where she will car and had stopped to go back
way county this week.
us, you too, will limit
lor's sister, .Mrs. Hall- Hood his home last week.
afternoon after undergoing a tonSpend seVeral days with her fath- to get a tarpaulin which had blown
Gordon Phillips, a member of sillectomy at the Clinic-Hospital.
and family. Mr. and Mrs.. Taylarge
crowd
attended
the
singalmost complete reA
an
off the fender of her car. Fortuer. D. M. Freeland.
the United States Army post at
Mrs. Willie Fulton, Hopkinsville, lor and Basibara left Saturday,
Miss Alma Chrisman and her nately she wets not between the
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind., was spent the Week-end here with her while Miss Parker' and 'Bobby Tay- ing at South Pleasant 'Grove Sunof your burden.
moval
tittle nephew, Noel Dean Chris- two cars at the time of the crash.
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Pearl daughter, Ruth, • who is a student lor- remained far a longer visit day.
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and
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Alvin
their
homes
man.
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to
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Phillips,
here
from
Saturday at Murray State College.
with relatives.
&tweed,. visited, with her father, 111 Flint, Mich., yesterday after small child with her.
Sincerely,
through Monday after a short leave
B. Scott at her home on Main
Attorney and Mrs. John Ryan
Mrs. Durrett Padgett and Miss J. W. Erwin, Sunday.'
with
their
Some
damage
was
done to both street.
of absence.
weeks
visiting
two
for
will leave soon for CalifOrnia for Bobby Jane Padgett returned the
Miss- Jane Sway will be -the
Carlie B. Puckett, Paducah, Was an extended 'visit, Some of Mrs.
grandmother, Mrs. cars. Mr. Wall stated that the
The club prize for 'ugh score was
first of the week to their home guest of Miss Ruth Anna Black of inether and
The
a visitor in Murray 'Over the week- Ryan's relatives are residents of
Alma Cluisman, and family of only injury he received was a awarded Mrs.; Nat Ryan, the guest
Nashville after a 'visit with Louisville this week-end.
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end.
slight
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near
Hazel.
Murray.
prize to Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr.. and
California. While there, the Byans relatives and friends in
Churchill
FL
J.
Miss
Jane
Hamilton
of
Jasper,
...Melvin Spangler, Evansville, wee will visit the fair in San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Poe Maddox *of
Mrs. Russell Phillips of Richmond.
Dr. and Mrs. Loyd Moore of Ala., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
the &est of !Fiends in Murray
Home
Funeral
Va.,
was
presented
a
gift.
. Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr left Detroit were guests last week of Robert Proctor in the Berry Huntingdon, Tenn., were guests
Owen ,county farmere are makover the weekend.
Sunday in the home of Mrs. W. ing plentiful use of phosphate this
Guests, in addition to members
Monday for New York City where her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Apartments.
.
Telephone 7
- .
- Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Norman, who
accompaThey
were
J.
Mecoy.
several weeks as Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Morris. spent nied home by Miss Mary Jo Teu- year, increasing by .one-third last were Mrs. Phillips, Mrs. Diuguid,
had been viaiting Mrs. Norman's they will • spend
Murray, Ky.
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. Wells'
guests of Dr. Carr's sons, Drs.
Mr., and Mrs. J. McFadden Pick the week-end in Memphis.
year's amount.
mother. Mrs. Ethel
here,
ton of Chicago, granddaughter of
Mr.,
Overby and Mrs. _E. J. Beale.
and daughters of Saulsbury,
Mr, ,and Mrs. Joe, Lovett were Mrs.
,6•61111...
returned to their home in Bemis, Harry and; James Carr.
this
spending
is
who
'Marcia,
Mlfather,
guests of her
guests Tuesday naaht ea
_and week-'with- -them in Huntingdon.
ipimemonemows
Tenn., the latter part of last week., Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Pirtle are
relaother
MeElrath.
and'
as
Sack Fisher of Paducah.
and daughter, Sandra,- Paducah,
Mr. add Mrs, Joe Avent and
Mrs. Dick was. ,before
Misses Isabel Waldrop and daughters. Frances and Ruth, left
who spent the week-end with Mrs. tives.
McElVirginia
Miss
marriage,
her
Madge Patterson, and Bill Slay- Thursday morning for their home
Pirtle's mother, Mrs. H. E. Farley,
den spent Sunday with his fare- in Longwood, Fla., after a visit
here, returned Sunday night 'to rath.
Miss Lois Neely Sammons left ily in Waverly, Term.
their. home in Paducah.
with Mrs. Avent's Parents, the
Whiteville.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugln,
Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Loafman Sunday morning for
grandparents. Mrs. W. T. Sledd, Jr.„ and Bill Rev, Sam P. Martin and Mrs.
have returned to their home in Tenn.. to visit her
INTRODUCING NEW POPULAR PRICES
She will Stedd are spending several days Martin. They were guests Of Mr.
Scolding won't help a boy or girl Detroit after visiting Mrs. Loaf- Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Ross.
"Red sit their camp near Waverly. Tenn. Avent's parents in Middlesboro
Crest,"
"Locust
later
to
go
who is listless, dull -or cross from man's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walsh and Mr. there, she will go to Memphis, visthat will!
among those who attended the Tueeday 'night of Mr. and Mrs.
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free salver speech, IWO
Manicures
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to
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rue relatives and friends in Murray Washington. •
14-Howard Hughes comReport of Condition of the
and the county.
Beale.
Miss Ruth Carman of Charlespleted round the world
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank lairk,,Itir. ton, Ill., is the guest of Dr. and
Mrs. Harold Peace returned SunEight in 92 hours. 1438.
TELEPHONE 314-it-.
day to her home in Frankfort aftei and Mrs. Ralph Mcduiston _spent bfre. M. G. Carman.
IS-Huerta
resigned as pro.'
On West Main Rear of People's Saving Bank
the
week-end
in
camp
at
Natchez
13:
her'
father,
visit
with
Nictiols
of
New
a
Mrs. Alfred S.
visional president of
Trace Park. They were joined York City will arrive the latter
Broach, and family.
v
Mexico. 1914 ;
pf Murray in-the State of Kentucky, at the close of Busi- Mrs. ,HortenseVauglin, Who has Saturday • night and Sunday by part of the week for a visit With
Mr. Mrs. W. S. Swann and Mrs G
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Porter
White.
Mrs,
guest
of
house
been
the
ness on June 30, 1939
• S. Swann for several weeks, re- and Mrs. Pogue Outland, Miss B. Scott. Mrs. Nichols 'was formturned 1VIcOnclay to -her home in Eleanor Gatlin and Jim- Ed DM- erly Miss Bernice Edwards, daughASSETS
guid.
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Jackson, Tenn.
Edwards of Murray.
Loans and. crfscount&Alucluding $16A9 over- Mr. and Mrs. a H. Austineand
C. L.. -Sher-borough
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Boren were
'Henry,
af
Mary
V.
andchildren.
drafts)
her sister. Mrs. Russell Philips of
-$288.804.54
Lexington, Tenn., spent several Richmond. Va., Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. hosts at -dinner at Reelfoot Lake
United States Goirernment obligations, direct
days last week with relatives in Jr., and Mrs. Joe Lovett are guests' Stiteday evening when their guests
and guaranteed
20,359.06 Murray.
this afternoon of Mrs. Paul Philips included Mr. and Mrs. K. C. FraObligations of States-and political subdivisions 15,204.50 Misses Helen and Eleanor Hire of Paducah at a garden party zee. Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Pratt and
will return Friday from Stephens which is being given by the Pa- their grandson, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Cash, balances with other banks, including reT. Waldrop, Mist Naomi Maple
College, Columbia, Mo., where they ducah Woman's Club.
serve balances, and cash items in process of
have spent the past six weeks in
Dr. and Mrs. D. Ii. Kress. Mrs. and Bob Mundlne.
collection
95,043.29 study and will be with their par- -E. C. Moore and Miss Elikabeth Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holcomb,
Furniture and fixtures $2,000.00
2,000.00 ents, Dr. and Mrs. Charles Hire,
Ziegler returned Monday to Walh- who have been at the home of
Mrs. Ralph Lundgren of Chicago ington. D--C after spending sevwith
the former's
was the guest of hei sister, Miss eral
days
Try Wallis' Household
TOTAL ASSETS
$421,411.39 Suzanne
Snook, the first of the daughter. Dr. Ora K. Mason. and
Dr. W. II. Mason. They were deweek.
LIABILITIES
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Shook have lighifully entertained at several
Demancr deposits of individuals, partnerShips,
moved from Boulder. Colo., to informal parties during their stay,
$1.25 Per Gallon
and Corporations
$150,193.30 Bilings. Mon., where he has been Mr. and Mrs., Carnie Hendon
Stainless
made state manager, for the Case and son. Gene, were guests WedTime deposit:L ot individuals; partnerships,
Tire and Rubber tornpany. -Mrs. nesday' of her parents. 'Mr. and
and corporatias
206,847.14 Shook
is the daughter of Mr. and Mn. Will Edwards, near LynnDeposits of States and political subdivisions_ 13,268.6,6 Mrs. B. F.'Berry.
ville in Graves County. Mrs.' Hen•
Deposits of banks
4,503.75 Miss June Hendrieks as spend- don • wee- honoree at a surprise
MADE TO ORDER
Norma
with
Miss
birthday
-*inner- at -et}nth -her - faming a few days
Other -depusits (certified and offimre cheeks
Jean Willoughby in Paris, Tenn., ily' entertained.
etc)
.-2,196.51 during
the week:
F. W. Chrietoper of Philadelphia
TOTAL DEPOSLTS
$376,992.87 •
Miss Edna Earl Mathis, Cen- spent several days this week _with
tralia, Ill., is a current Visitor of the local Presbyterian group.
The Rev. Howell M. Foray is atMiss Irene Watkins dn North
TOTAL LIABILITIES (not including subAny Kind or Size
tending a' Presbyterian convention
•••
Street.
ordinated obligations -shown below) . $377,009.36 Twelfth
in
Louisville this week.
Hanshaw
Mrs.
Howard
Mn. and
Joe Ward will return home SatCentralia, Ill., are
and
children,
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
visiting in Murree" and throughout urday from Nashville where he
Capital.* At,
25,000.00 the county this week.
spent the past six weeks studying
19,000.00 Mrs'rve7Gilbert, Jackson. Tenn_ at the Advertising Art School in
a few days last weekend that city.
Undivided profits
402.03 spent Mr..
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Mr. and" Mrs. Otto 'Swann
and Mrs. Irve Brewer,
with
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Gilbert. and visited with Mn, and Mrs. Ronald
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
44,402.03 Mr. and Mrs. Genie Gilbert, She Churchill, Seturday night. July 505 W. Main—Phone 20
-mother of Genie Gilis the step,
of
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAP4TAL
$421,411.39 bei•t and the step-grandmother
Mrs. free
Gilbert and
Boyd
*This bank's capital consists of J.,.000 shares common stock Brewer.
Jack Purick, has returned home
with total par value of $25,000.00.
with his mother, Mrs. E. M. Tuggle to Orlando_ Fla., where he
- MEMORANDA
—To Our—
will visit for a month.
U. S. Government obligations, direct and guarMrs. Gladys McClain. supervisClinic
anteed, pledged to secure deposits and
or of the Keys-Houston
to her
other liabilities
$ 20,359.06 Hospital has returnedday_s'
Visit
duties following se_few
(Ahtrr--assets- ple-dged -trr secure -clzposjts and with her relatives' in Paris, Tenn.
other liabilities (including noteePand bills
Mrs. E. A. Tucker of Lambuth
In order that we can continue to comply with the
rediscounted and securities sold under
College, Jackson., Tenn., is spendState
Wage and Hour Law, we kindly ask that you".
her vac-a-non with her sis,repurchase 'agreement)
15,264.50 ing - Mrs.
call us or bring your laundry in time to meet this
E. B. Luelwielt.
ter,
The Rev. and Mrs. J: Mack
schedule.
TOTAL
$ 35,563.56 Jenkins left Monday for a ten
JunaLake
to
trip
days' vacation
Deposits secured, by pledged assets pursuant .
htska. N. C. The Rev. Howell
requirements
of
lawto
5,552..18 M. Porgy. local Presbyterian minister. will fill the pulpit at the
*There will be a greater demand thah ever in a very short while for more modservices on
Methodist Church
TOTAL
ernized4Homes in _Murray.
$
Sunday. July 16. .
Mira C. A. Bishop returned SunOn date of report'the required legal reserve
day night Arum a. visit with her
If You Want Your Laundry By The Week-End, It
YQ,11 probab-ly have .
:ieen putting off making your home modern. Nc4;eirod can
against deposits of thiS bank was
31-,.493.86 daughter, Mrs. John W. Frost and
Must Reach Us By 11 A. M. Friday, As We Do
money.
Come
in 'and let us explain the -TITLE 1 Plan to yon. No obget
the
Louhville.
of
family
above
reported
which
Assets
were eligible as
Not Run OM- Plant On Saturday. However,
Sylvester of
Fannie
Mrs.
yOursetf, or rent it
ligation. You can have a modern home in which to.
•
legal reserve amounte,d to
$115,402.35 Brownsville. 'Ky., is a guest in the
We Operate Our Regular Pick-Up —
their home.make
who
are
moving
Nurrato
Mks
to
figure
to
for a better
And Delivery Service •
I, T. H. Stokes. president of the -above-named bank, do solemnly
)
obliotion.
longer—Come
in—NoDo
Mat
'tielay
statement
is
that
the
above
tree,
arid
that
it
swear
fully and correctly
repreeents _elm true state.of the several matters herein contained and
We Would Appreciate A Prompt Payment Of Your
Laundry Bill. Thank You
's...et forth, in the best of my knowledge and belief.
As °Medd Pe.** **I amainT. H. STOKES, President.
Imp emelt Ube If seer meek or

School Enrollees
Total 1,014 First
Day in Calloway

a

(4

Dependability

1..D.

sowden.

MakillaCke

Prompt Help For
A Listless Child

late
ER

Jean Weeks Beauty Salon
35`

t, State
Road
the Old,

15`

Dercular,

35c

of bust-

9,035.84

PEOPLES SAVINGS-BANK -

3,500.00
5,170.10
1,900.0
1,301.16

13,000.00
962:6.90,

13,533.90

12,076.86

FLY SPRAY

11,802.85
33,798.86
!0,211.30

1,956.27

RUBBER STAMPS

35,606.36

00,000.00
5.5,000.00
13,05_8.91

66.1

03,533.90
common

L

J. T. WALLIS & SON

3,760.22

6,927.54

4

KIRK A.POOL

NOTICE",

MONEY!
Where will We Get It?
F. H. A.

$60 to $2500
REMODELING
CAN BE BORROWED FOR

.5I,000-00 •

8,940.00
59,940.00
25.997gir
25,997.58
63,625.37 '

193,801.14;

do eolemnle
ind.correct'y
:mtained aid

a Cashier.

ily, 1939.
' bank. Huale
15.. 1910.

Laundry Customers!

All Work Reaching Our Plant By 11
A. M. Will Be Delivered The
- Following Afternoon

Mimes, as Monate* woe,* el
dowach brings -ea
{eider Ir
yoke ornlefiekle 0554545.

C. H. Jones. F. B. Croiech. A .F. Doran, Directors.

Sold On a Money Back Guarantee
. •
&morn to and subserthed. before me this 1.2th day of July, 1939, and
I-hereby certify that I am not an officer or dipreetbr of this bank. Fri'
:,--- Heys, Notary'Public. My 'commission exPires, Januar); 25, 1942.
Your Penslar Drug Store
..
.
•
•.

WALLIS DRUG.

Murray Laundry.
1214 W

Main

,

Phone 303

-

Purposes Under Title I. No Mortgage Is Needed Under This
Type of Loan—Purely a Character Loan

Calloway County Lumber -CO.
Just North of the Water Tower—Ph.onA2

•
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HILL SAYS
(Continued from Page One'

Members ot• the Ward of directors in addition
ill. Shernwell. and Shanklin. are A. C. Jones,
Cunningham, J. 1,:r. Wade, Lynn%lite, route 2; J. E. Wilson.' Boaz.
route 2e-E. A Thompkin Fulton
'
route I; S. C. Huadleston. whitlock. Tenn.; W. H. Finney, Murray:
E H. Lax, Hazel,. route 2; W. H.
Dunaway. Paducah. route 3: and
E A. Hilliard. Clinton. The executive committee is composed of
Hill. Shanklin. Shemwell. Jones.
and Lax

Agent Has
Benton Wins First County
New Assistants for
Conservation Duty
Round Junior Ball

HERE AND THERE
BY R. B. WEAR

SEALE LANDS BIG ONE
W. V. Tarter and C: J. Tarter,
Elmus Beale, noted Murray citiRussell county, picked 200 crates
zen, reports the capture of a 31per acre of strawberries, by apply- pound catfish in the Tennessee
ingeiphosphate heavily to the Land. River on a recent fishing trip.
(Continued from Page One)
himself
Beale 'made the catch
while on one of his frequent fishCook, Anita B. Ciprian, Mary Clark
It Pays to Read the masatnaas
ing excursions. 4
Carman, C. C. Hughes, Opal Rogers Hale, Robert Gilks Hester,
Peggy Hoffman, Martha Lou Hayes,
Sallie Lemons, Anna Mildred Lassiter. Sara Elizabeth McErwin,
Juanita McDougal. Thelma Ross,
Anne Howell Richmond. Rebecca
Robertson, Maurice Ryan, Treva
Rogers,. Louis Charles Ryan, Kathryn Larue Saunders. Grace Smallwood, Robert James Stubblefield,
Thelma Sparkman, Charles Henry
Stamps, Helen Sykes, Mary Johnson Smith, Hazel Sammons. Lorene Swann, Frances Wilford, Mary
WilliamsorC Mary Moore Windior,
Frankie Williams, Theda Wilkins,
Mettle T. Williams. and Verna Mae
Williams, all of Murray: Modest
Brandon, Robert Miller, Ginath
Owen, Mayme Morgan, John Underwood, Maya Jewell Clayton,
Julia Frances Curd, of Hazel; Robbie Erwin, Nellie Ruth Jones, Charlotte Jordan, W. D. Kelley, Codie
Lee Caldwell, Rubena Ford, Martha
Harris, of Lynn Grove; Josephine
Burkeen, of Dexter; Joe Ray Jones,
William Harry Douglas, Beatrice
Larue Harris, Buford Hurt, Joe
This Is Only a Few of the Many Bargains We Have
Ross, Dorothy Nell Stark, Ned
This Week. See Our Circular for
Washer. and Charles F. Waldrop,
Many More Bargains
of Kirksey, Lula Thompson, Dentis
Colson. R. C. Stewart. Auche FolClose Out Prices
well, of Faxon,- Maxine Parker, of
Knight, Corrine Henry of Hamlin,
and Mary Alice Coleman of New
Concord.

CALLOWAY COUNTY

-Gilbertsville and Pine Bluff Fight
Coming here tomorrow for perfor Lead in Senior
manent placement will be C. 0.
Loop
Bondurant, who will act as as.
sociate county agent to AT. CochDear Relate ran.
and Ray Brownfield, assietant
I will have to admit
not SO
Banton's American Legion Junior
hot as a sports authority, but I baseball nine won undisputed pos- county agent, who will work in
will attempt to answer your ques- session of first place at the con- caoPeratian with Assistant'"Agent
tions or will get irdurtnatiun for clusion pf the first round of play Kelly M. Cromwell.
you any time you mar wish to in the, Junior League in Marshall.
Fumilles of both men will- take
write in to -this eolunfn.
Calfbway. and Graves county with up residence here.
•
•
To your first question: Tommy six victories and no defeats, acFarr Went 15 rounds with the cording to figures released today.
'
AN APPRECIATION
In loving memory of our dearly. Brown Bomber. Joe won the de- Schedule for the seeend round has
beloved baby. Artell Howard Key• cision but there was a great dif- not been released.
We are unable to use words
Murray placed second in the
who went to join the little angel ference in the opinion of the specthat weald adequately express our
band six years ago July 19. 1939. tators, with niftily thinkipg Tom- first round with three wins and very de-ah, appreciation for the
"It was just six years ago we my had won until the final an- three losses; Mayfield was third many deeds et kindness and words
nouncemtnt
was
made._ These „with two wins in sea games; and
_parted.-two gentlemen have met but once 'Pine. Bluff brought up the rear of sympathy extended us-on the
From our baby boy of two;
part .of our many friends and
_
in the padded ring-.
with one victory.
111.111111.11111111111111111111. God saw fit to take him for - us
neighbors during the- many month
•second
To
your
question
pertainThe
standings
were
completed
To His home neyond the blue.
ing to, number of hounds in title Sunday when Mayfield trimmed of illness and in the passing_of ou
There is a Little star shining
bouts. I think you will find that Murray 7-2 after the Murray ,lida dearly beloved daughter, 'sister,
Up in heaven ever bright
companion and mother.
It's shining on our pathatesa-ate each state has a boxing commis- had led 2-0 going into the eighth
Our gratitude especially goes out
sion which regulates the number inning. Pine Bluff lust to Benton
• guide us through the nht.
Mason
for
to
Drs.
Will
and
Ora
of rounds. to a title bout
New 5-4. In Saturday's games. Murray
God, don't lets us ever wander
their continued sympathetic serYork
state
has
a
limit
of
15
rounds
Pine
Bluff
9-6
trimmed
and MayFrom that peaceful heavenly shore
while Michigan. where Joe will field. forfeited to Benton after vices: for the comforting ,words
Where we will join our darling
next fight, lets the fistic struggle playing ineligible men in a game expressed by those brethren who
Highest Market Prices Paid
had a part in the funeral services;
go on for 21 rounds.
- -*Daddy and Mother,'
which they annexed 9-8.
• the hearts that prompted the beauFor Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
Glad to hear from you and will
Mr.' and Mrs, Lynn Key
senier
In the
league. Gilberts- tiful .floral offerings: for the many
endeavor to answer any question
We Sell All Kinds of Feed
vile continued to set the pace by messages of sympathy expressed
you
may
wish
to
answer.
Just
Conway Brothers. Carroll county,
drop a card to Sports Department. trimming Mayfield. Neither Gil- in letters, cards and telegrams;
Phone 441-13th and W. Maus
sold 15 Iambs for $1225 per cwt.,
bertsville nor Pine Bluff has lost and also' for the thoughtful and
and with an average weight of 78 Leger & Times.
a game. but the TVA nine his sympathetic services rendered on
Sincerely yours,
1111111.111.1.111111111.1111. pounds at an early age.
won more games. Pine Bluff was the part of the J. H. Churchill
R B. Wear
_
close behind with victories over Funeral Home.
and Pryorsburg by 7-2 sind
Hardin
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Holcomb,
Ye old baseball game Is taking
and family - :the front .- during the sweltering 13-7 margins. Hazel beat Cherry
Cecil H. Thurmond and
days of . summer. We find the 5-1 in seven innings as Cherry's
children.
grand -old game being
played star hurlers Mitchell and Will' from hillside to the smooth dia- oughby were out. This weekend.
Edward Bartlow of Campbell
monds of the major league parks.- Cherry plays Mayfield at the diacounty raised 308 chicks to eight
latter' and Pine Bluff
' Pine Bluff took Hardin 7-2 on mond of the
weeks of age and lost three of the
the latter's diamond Saturday. P. takes on a team from Murray
lot.
Trimble and T. 'Trimble worked for College, -both games being played
Hardfh and Curry and Elkins far Sunday.
PHONE 37
PROMPT DELIVERY
Saturday. Pine-Bluff plays Gil- Pine Bluff. Pine Bluff probably
The annual American Legion
played its best game of the season. bortsville and Hazel - takes on picnic- will be held this year on
Hardin scored in and and 3rd; Pine Pryorsburg.
Thursday iwening, August 3. at
Bluff in 5th and 7th to tie the
6 p. m. at flue home of Nick. Hutcount and the latter rallied in
son ,.on West Main street, accordthe 11th to score 5 runs. Curry
ing to Bryan Tolley. Commander
was Melted for 3 hits and struck out
of the twat post. He states that
17. Trimble struckout 5 and gave
all ex-service men and veterans
up 12 hits.
are invited to this annOal affair.
On Sunday the Bluff rolled over
Pryorsburg to the tune of 13-7.
GEORGETOWN, Ky.. July 13LASSITER CEMETERY
Battery .for Pine Bluff: Ktngins A Kentucky Farm- Bureau Federaand Lyons, for. Pryorsburg. Reddeh tion proposal to eliminate the presa
Committeememhers of the LassiHenson. Xingins ent state tax on cigarettes has the
Henson. and
24 oz. Rye 10c
CLOCK 24 oz, Sandwich, 24 oz. Homestyle 3 Loaves 25c
sent. 8 batters back to the bench endorsement of Lieut. Gov. Keen ter Cemetery. near Walter Parkersr
12 oz. White or tr
. TIwilestedi 17 2ozl.oaRvyees
2106 oo
zz..
and' was touched for 9 hits. 'Hen- -Johnson, a candidate for the Dem- have announced that work on the
Pan Rolls
cis
:: WC'braocikeed"We'hatea8:8e
15c 16 °
son fanned 2 and was knocked ocratic gulael'hatorial nomination. burial plot is underway and will
20. They
for 14 safeties.
Under the plan. Johnson said, the be completed by July
The Pine
Bluff Juniors came federal government would refund urge -those interested in this ceme10 Medium Bars, 25c RINSO or OXYDOL, large box
very close to topping the Benton 20 per cent of the federal tobacco tery to make their donation -- by
SOAP
-K
MemJuly
20.
date.
completion
when they tax to states having no tax of
Sunday
chaznpiona
bers of the committee; Otis Eldheld the Marshall lads to a 5-4 their own on tobacco.
ShelPure Cane, 25 lb. Bag $1.25 Granulated Sugar
'core.
-*This would permit the immed- ridge. Richard Roberts, and
college Nine at Pine Bluff
iate repeal of the present state tax ton Canary, will received donaAccording ro presstime reports, law which I would like to see tions.
Pine Bluff will nut meet Gilberts- done as soon as possible." he said.
Pillsbury's Best, Gold Medal
Read Classified Column. Page 4.
ville Sunday. .but will take, on a
24 lb. Anc
3oka or
75c 2
C4
.C
iblu
. sa
l, ck 65c
's B
saecsk
t
L2y4onlb
Last nine from Murray State ColTry Wallis' Guaranteed
Avondale sack
ege. Gilbertsville had scheduled
a game for this date before the
.se_nior_le_ague drawings were mode,
FINEST BRAND
riowever, the game will be made
Quart,
10c
Four additional men filed for
up in the near future
_
Coach Otis Eldridge issued a the City Council last -Thursday
Kills Other Garden Insects
call today for both the stow arid afternoon. July 6. the last day for
Two 16 os. cello sags
EMBASSY BRAND
Pineapple-Orange
junior leaguers to meet at ,the filing for this office. They include
Bluff ,Saturday afternoon for ex-. Burinie Firrie Freeman -Fitts, J.
29Ea
oc
z.h
M.- .Linn. -and-Raiford -Parker.
teresive prachce.
following
ad, men pad IEICIDMOUE10 IDE@
The
Kroger's C. Club PORK and
flied earlier for the city council
Embassy SALAD
Market
and included Foreman Graham, We Pay Highest
T
rihvreee1628oz. acriasnsor
Jar
Quart
Prices For
Duck Jones. John Rowlett. T.
oz.
Sledd. Elmus Beale, and Jeff FarEGGS, POULTRY,
. r Is.
PINEAPPLE
Club
Kroger's C.
Six of these 10 men will be dam-,
and CREAM
Kroger's C. Club
Choice Cuts of Fine Beef, Cold Lunch
ull No, 2 Can
WASHINGTON. D. C. July 13 Mated for the city council in thel
a
.
n2
s
_
N
co
Meats and Cheese
10c
--Volunteer Red Cross workers Democratic Primary, August 5th.
F
:his week combed flood debris in
Will Pay In Trade for Eggs 17c
three eastern Kentucky counties
25c
WALDORF TISSUE, 6 Rolls
SHANNON VISITS
for -.rnore than a score of Persons
25c
Tomato or Mustard Sauce
SCOTT TISSUE, 3 Rolls
missing in the wake of a summer
Ernest E._ Shannon, democratic
LargecOany:125c
cloudburst "which has been eh- candidate
for • state
treasurer,
Red Heart
St.
(Depot)
Maple
East
•
mated to have affected the haries visited
Murray
Wednesday,
in
and-crops of 2.000 families.
scraping
acquaintanceship
with
Maurice Reddy. assistant nation- friends.
oz. Cana
17c
LIFEBUOY SOAP 3 bars
director of disaster .relief for
RINSO Large Box 17c Small Box 9c
!he Red Cross is directing relief
Cider or White
,perations.
Bulk, Gallon
5c
80 White
Alarming reports of loss of life
Qt. Bot. 10c
.n Breathtrt'
,County reached the
PROMPT DELIVERY
PHONE 12
a man
Red Cross here from
:lamed Sam Hurst. who 'phoned
Food King TOMATO
SUGAR. 10 lbs ,,
„
47c
Avalon Brand
'he Lexington Red Cross Chap20 oz. cans
COFFEE, Peabody, vacuum packed, lb.
20c
ter stating e.had walked 20 mil,
50 oz. can 15c
Quart.j" 1Oc
CORN FLAKES,2 boxes
to reach .a telephope.
Red Cro15c
workers were ordered into th,•
FRUIT JARS, qts, per dozen, 70c 1-2 gal.
99c
county to check up after it w.
JAR RIGS, per dozen
.
WHOLE or HALF SLAB
4.,
HICKORY SMOKED
famid communicatioa could ri,.*
JAR TOPS. Mason.Ball. dozen
/
1
2c
20c
Pound 15
be established by telephone to
verify the reports
Glenco-SODA CRACKERS, 2 lbs
11c
The national disaster relief staff
Pound
CHUCK CUTS
•KARO, gallon ..--,
50c
131/2c
here has been in communication
- SALAD DRESSING; qt.
I
23c
with the disaster front_ haunt
*a- -TEA, Canova; 1-4.1b.
'19c
,incee-• word reached the . outside
POUNDS
50 Pound Can $3.59
world of the ctitastrophe.
Banquet 1-4' lb. size TEA
21c

vice-piresideni, no salary except per
diem. E E. Shanklin, Dresden.a
Tenn.. second-vice-president, no
salary except per diem,
L Veal.
Murray. general manager. $375 per
month. Joe E Pace. Murray. seeretary-treasurer. $175 per month.
B T. Cooter, Benton. is attorney
for'theorganization at an annual
retainer's fee of $900. Salary of
the chief accountant. J. H. Shackel'ford, is $140 per Month; beekkeepers are paid $150 per month in
Murray. Mayfield. and Paducah receiving stations, and weighers are
paid $90. Mrs Mary V. Allbritten,
office secretary. receives 4100 per
month
ss.•

Ralph B. Crouch
Lynn Grove. K y. •

UTOTEEM

In llemo• ry•

29c

Lard, Pure Hog, 4 lb. carton

Country Gent. Corn, 4 No. 2 cans 25c
25c
Tomatoes,4 No. 2 cans

L

Sc

Green Beans, 2 No. 1 cans

BOGGESS

13c

Matches, carton of 6 boxes

PRODUCE

49c
Kerosene, 5 eallons
Lighthouse Wash Powder, 2-5c size Sc

Stock Peas, Large Yellow Soy Beans,
So. Loreda Beans,each per bu. . . $1.25
$1.35
24% Thrifty Dairy Feed

I TOLLEY & CARSON

Legion Picnic Will
Take' Place August 3

FOOD MARKET

Beechnut Baby Food, the safe feeding
25c
3 for
22c
Peanut Butter, qt. jar
10c
Tomato Catsup, 14 oz. bottle
31c
Corn Beef Hash, 16 oz. can, 2 for
25c
Sure Jell, no failures, 2 for
25e
Kleenex, 2 for
25C
Paper Napkins, 3 packages
35c
Lard, Krey's Pure, 4 lb. carton
Pork and Beans, 26 oz. cans, 3 for 25c
Oil Mop and 8 oz. Furniture Polish,
70c value for
50c
15c
t Corn Flakes, Kellogg'',2for
Oleo, 2 lbs.
23c
Wash Boards, good quality
35c
- Vinegar,-acid-17c, -cider
25C"
Crgss and Blackburn Date Nut, Prune
or Chocolate Bread
..-.. 15c

•

Johnson Favors
Repeal of Tax
On Cigarettes

,
17c

O
SUGAR

Others File For
Coubcilman Race

10 L-bs. 46c

FLOUR

BEETLE KILLER

J. T. WALLIS & SON

Red Cross Work
Aids in Breathitt

MATCHES

t.

--- -Swann's Grocery
24-Phones-25

Ilk'
Gallon Nice Yellow Apples
Latge Calif. Oranges.
10c
Package Prunes, lb.
Corn FlakeiC Ernst, 2 regular
9c ,1
size packages
Kellogg's, 3 reg. silt pkgs. tee
10 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar 44411
10 lbs. Best Cane Sugar . . Sec
Nice Potatoes. lb.
15 lb. peck,.
snossdrift, 3 lb. -bucket .
6 lb. bucket '
Temple Garden Salad Dressing
22e
8 oz. 10c, pt.. 14c, qt.
Vinegar, Apple or Red Acid,
tee
Galion ,
ne
Gallon Vinegar and jug
4e
Fancy Tomatoes, lb.
Bohannon's HI oz. Grapefruit
____
_
_
Se •
Juice
lanerican Lady Grapefruit
Juice, 131, oz. can, 7c, 3 ter „zo(
_ Itc
2 lb. hex r'rackers
Red or green Lunch Box
.
ItSie
Veal' Roast, lb.
So4ft'S Branded Beef, DressedFrters. Picnic Hams. Barbecue
llama, Cold Meats
Wheat anci„ corn Chops
( hicken Feed. SO lbs
Pay IGc In Trade for 1 r•-.11 Izg,
To Producers

10c
BRAINS, lb.
12/
1
2c
RIB ROAST, lb.
1
2c
8c-12/
MUTTON, lb.
LARD, lb.
71Yze
8c
.41
SALT BUTTS, lb. _,...
15c
CHUCK ROAST,lb.
.. . .
25c
SAUSAGE,-216.
15c
HAMBURGER
10c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
11c
VEAL STEW, lb.
18c
BACON,
lb.
GOOD SLICED
2 lbs. ARMOUR'S STAR BACON 55c
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron
and Raga

1

- 13c-

- 68"Es
.

35c
25c

MARSHMALLOWS 23e LAYER CAKE
23c BEANS
DRESSING
GRAPEFRUIT 3 25 JUICE

SARDINES3

DOG FEED 316

NAPKINS

VINEGAR

25c
19c

MUSTARD

JUICE 4

25c

igltEMEMODEJ ENEIff

JELL°. all .flavors '
5c
PAPER PLATES, per dozen ' ,
,
ea:
-NAPKINS, all colors. 120 count
^ 10c
'FRESH TOMATOES, red cipe, lb.
WHEAT or RICE PUFFS, bag
5c
13ROOMS,- good quality 24c
_LEMONS. large size, dozen .5-..---.--.
19c
ME-AL, 10 1.b. bag 18c, 5 lb.. big
.. Ilc
'unshine POTATO 'CHIPS;--per_ box;
9c
Rex JELLY, 5 lb-, bucket .- - - - .738c
VINEGA/Lbring 'jug, gallon ....,..,.._ 15c-19c
Heinz Freslh C-UCUMBER -PICKLES, jar ..
'2lc
C*NDY BARS, 3, for
10c
,
-,
MATCHES. 6 boxes•
,
16c
-TOILET TISSUE, good quality, per roll ..
3c
LIGHT BULBS. all siza, each
..
9c
-MOPS, twine
2Ic
Lynn Grove FLOUR: 24 It. bag
59c
RITZ CRACFERS, large siz,,e, 23c, small size 14c
K.C. BAKINT; POWDER, 25 oz size '
lgc
Large Mouth jug VINEGAR, gallon ,..'..
24c
'
MEAT.DEPARTMENT_-., . _.
COLD LUNCH MEAT. lb.
25c
,
LIVER, lb.
10c
SAUSAGE, pure pork, 2 lbs.
25c
. ' SLICED BACON. no rind; n9 waste '
22c
. CLOVERBLOOM CHEESE, lb.
22c
PORK CHOPS or PORK STEAK, 2 lbs,. ..... 35c
' SLAB BACON-, lb ' '
19C
4-4b. carton PURE LARD •
33c
MUTTON, lb,
12c--15c
BOLOGNA, 2 lbs: •„
25c
i.
'VEAL CHOPS. 2 lbs.
3gc
Armour's Star genuine SPICED HAM
25c
,. .
Paying 17c in Trade for 'Eggs

R

The Complete
Food Market

BREAD

. MURRAY
PRODUCE CO

Murray Food

_KR0G

BACON
VEAL ROAST
3
21c
LARD
5ATMORE BRAND
19'
OLEO 2 POUNDS
1
2c PICNIC HAMS Lb. 161
/
2c
BOLOGNA Largeund12/
C. Club
Wholepo
orunH
dalf 19c
FRANKS Pound 15c BACON
MUTTON
LONGHORN
1 2c
ROAST Forequarterp Cutds 8/
CHEESE Pound 171/21
Dry Salt
RIB VEAL
CHOPS Lb. 17/
1
2c
MEAT Square Cut Jowls 8 c

GEORGIA

-

WATERMELONS
JUMBO
CANTALOUPES
BANANAS GOLDEN YELLOW
1 5c
288 SIZE
ORANGES
Dozen 1

26 Pound Average
EACH
36••Size

2 Dozen
SMALL SIZE,

2 Doz.

s4/1
.07,SSA.4

•^

Its
1
..-0044;

444
.
-sAss.s44

••

•••••••••••

Shroat Bros. FEED
MEAT MARKET

Free

Delivery

-

Phone 214-

EGG MASH 100 lb. sack
Growing Mash, 100 lb. bag
Scratch Feed, 1,00 lbs.
Bran, 100 lb. sack

4

a

•
-7
11.. -••••r+r-...,rscalr.asmenpi.,r,

SaViVri-

on

•••

ot

#

,
•

9[c
fal•P ,

-50e
$1.69 EggIlash, 25 lb. sack
$1.99 :Crowing Mash, 25 lb. bag 55c
19c
$1-.49 Chick Oats, 5 lb. Sack
39c
$1.19 SALT, 50 lb. block

s7
,

..- •

10c
25c

WESCO

1_
•••

ln

c
Each JU

• --1:-.;s„-

c

r

,

•

•

•.
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THE LEDGER &Ti

SECTION TWO
Four Pages

New Series No. 637

$1.0(1 a year In Calloway
s' Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere lle
$1.50 the
State of Kentucky,
a year to any address
$2.00 other
than above.

Fair to Its Readers-,-Fair to its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon Jnly 13, 1939

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOW
AY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

WPA Workers in State Who Mrs. Martha Kirks Kentucky to 1-1Nre Display of
Dyer Maintains City Council Lists
Is
Burie
d
Mond
ay
Armed Strength as Legion Marches FSA Aids Farmers Supervisory Board;
Strike Five Days to Lose Jobs
Okehs

Ledbetter Woman Was NO Years
Old When Death
have their employment terminLOUISVILLE, Ky., July 13—.. ated."
Came
George H. Goodman, Work Projects
Mr. Goodman said there had been
Administrator, has instructed all no protest strikes
Mrs. Martha Ellen "Aunt Sis"
in Kentucky and
administrative personnel under him that he had
ordered copies of Col. Kirks, 80, who died Sunday afterto warn WPA workers that they Harrington's
noon of senility and acccmpanywire posted on all
Ing miles at her home near Ledwill lose their jobs if they strike projects that
there might be no
better, was buried at the Ledbetand remain away from their jobs misunderstanding
and that every- ter
five days. his oflice here said to- one might know
cemetery near here Monday
the course to be afternoon
day.
. Funeral services were
followed by him has no alternative
conducte
d at the Liberty CumberThe recent act of Congress exland
Presbyter
ian church. with the
tending WPA for another year carRev, Eurie Mathis in charge.
ries a clause extending working
Mrs, Kirks, who was a member
hours to 130 per month. Goodman
of the Liberty Presbyterian church,
has a telegram from Co). F. C.
was the mother of six,living tilns
Harringto n, Commissioner, at
They are Dannie.. Ed. and Burley
Washington which reads in part,
Kirks, of this county; Bob, of Paas follows:
FRANKFORT, Ky., July 13—The dthaah;
Detroit;
and
"In cases where groups of work- state Highway' Department has Hcwell, Chester,
of Centralia. Ill.
Addiers stop work in protest against called for bids by August 2 on tional
survivals inclade a large
requirement that they -work 130 road improvement in seven coun- number
of
grandchildren
and
hours per month 'to earn security ties.
seven great grandchildren.
wage, it should be explained to
The work to be done includes a
them or their representatives that concrete overhead pass over' the
this is a requirement imposed by Louisville and Nashville tracks
law and that no official of the near Mannington, medium type
Work Projects Administration has surfacing of 12th street in Murray
any authority to depart from it.
from the Farmington road to SycaARMOURED CAR OF REGIMENTAL- COMMANDER
"Workers should be informed more street, 1.05 miles, and bituthat decision rests entirely in their minous surfacing of three other Germany Declares
One
of the most mpressive peace- War parade again through
Britain's Attidownhands as to whether they desire roads.
time displays of military strength town streets. Both 'the
tude in No Wise Alters
First and
to accept employment under the
Kentucky
has
ever
seenis plan- Thirteenth Cavalry regiments will
Decision of Reich
conditions under which the Work
ned in connection with arrange- take part in the parade,
.
TYPHOID SHOTS!
demonProjects Administration, can 'offer
ments
for
the
LONDON
parade
,
of
July
the
1939 Strating mobility and dsplaying
13—Prim
e MinDr. J. A. Outland said today the
such employment.
county -health department .is giv- ister Chamberlain told Fuehrer Kentucky State Department con- variety of Uncle Sam's fighting
"Those who do not desire to ing
Adolf Hitler Monday, through a vention of"- theAmerican Legion cars, under orders of
inoculations
Brig. Gen.
for. Typhoid
accept employment under these Fever and
Adna R. - Chaffee, Commanding
will continue to do so carefully-worded statement he read id- Louisville. July 23-26.
conditions and who absent them- throughout
in
This armored regimental emit- General of the Post. General
the House of Commons, that
the summer on MonChafselves from work for five consecu- day and Wednesda
Britain would fight alongside Po- mender's car is one of the me- fee is cooperati
y mornings and
ng with the Legion
tive working days or 4onger, shall on Saturdays.
land if necessary to prevent Ger- chanized cavalry units from Fort leaders
in planning the parade, and
many from taking the free Baltic Kam( that will head the column will
be a gilest of honor at the
port of Danzig back into the of march as veterans of the World conventio
n.

Highway Department
Approves Surfacing
Of Twelfth Street

England Speaks;
Hitler Protests

NOTI

Hitler was not mentioned by
name, but there was no, mistaking
that the statement, approved in
advance
by
both Poland and
France, was. written for him.
Reiterating Britain's promise to
support the Poleassif they fought
to
protect t heir independence,
Chamberlain said:
"The Vistula (river) is Poland's
only waterway to the Baltic, and
the port at its mouth iDanzigi is
therefore of vital strategic and
economic importance to her."

Campaign to Eat More Spring Lamb
Goes into Full Swing of Second Week

Open Pool

McNutt to Head
Federal Agency

Farmers Should Begin Next Year's
In a meeting here Friday night. Refuses Presidency of Ohio State
Farm Plans Now. County SuperUniversity for Adminthe City Council named a board of
visor Points Out
istration Job
supervisors the duty of. which will
"In a great many cases, farmers be to' examine tax assessments ire
WASHING
TON...Idly 13--,-An auin Calloway and Graves countiei the city and to make adjustments
eligible for the credit and farm- of equality. On the board were thorative report that Paul V. McNutt
has
accepted
appointment as
ing advice which the Farm Secur- named T. W. Fain. C. B. Fulton,
ity Administration has' to offer and C. R. .Lee. Fulton was a head of the new Federal Security
Agency developed
congressional
will went to start a farming pro- member of the board last year.
gram which gradually will build . The council also lent its support speculation today that the former
up the land, so that the. faim May to a prsject which wsuld open Indiana Governor definitely had
aka ilea-tin —Sp, that.
become a profitable -enterprise," the Murray SWiinTh'ihj''P1-'a tied-'his
said G. C. Dyer, Mayfield. County suppdrt which would extend to of the, administration.
inonetary
FSA supervisor in an interview
contributions provided
Friends of McNutt, now higit
4avortible 'sponsers, Tor The pool corniontioner to the Phillippines,
This week-.
•
should
be
(slatained
and
already
a
nominal
are working actively to
The soil improvement and farm
be charged.- make hint the Democratic presiimprovement phase of FHA's re- fee
:
dential nominee in 1940. ISicNutto
habilitation pi...gram will be emhas said he would not oppose Presiphasized during the balance of
dent Roosevelt if the latter should
this year, according to Dyer.
seek a third term.
"A sound farm_ plan should be
worked out for each individual
The Indianan told friends on
farm, and it is nen too soon for
With the installation of Meters Capitol Hill he already had acfarmers planning to take advantage on 85 miles of Rural
Electrifica- cepted the job, in which he would
of this service for next year to tion project in Graves
and Callo- have general supervision over the
begin making their applications," way counties, the first section.
will Social Seeurity Board. CCC, Nahe asserted.
be energized July 18, Project tional Youth Administration and
Loans can be made for purchase Superintendent Robert Usrey, of other government agencies.
of lime, phosphate, seed for cover Mayfield, said today. 4
Offered School Job
crops, workstock, livestock, farm
Usrey said the substation .near
McNutt was offered the presiimplements, fencing for pastures, Farmington is nearing completio
n. dency of Ohio State University tominor repairs to farm buildings The Rural, Electrification Adminisnight but rejected it because, he
and other items necessary in a tration requires at least two
wired said, he will accept appointment
sound farming program.
houses per mile before a section as Federal Security administr
•
ator.
"The credit and advice offered may be energized. by the 'Farm Security AdministraCompelled by poor plant beds
Eight to 10 varieties of'corn are to set tobacco late, Johnson
tion is not for the purpose of procounty
moting a highly specialized type being tried'in tests' by Utopiasclub farmers used nitrate of soda
to
of cash farming," Dyer said, "but members in Marion county.
boost growth.
rather for the purpose of enabling
the farmer to work out and follow a long range live-at-home'
farm plan, embracing the production of food for the family, feed
for livestock. adequate _cash for
farm and family 'necessities and
repaying the loan," he .pointed out.
"Loans -for
non - recayerable
goods, as'seed and fertilizer, must
be repaid in one year, but a longer period is allowed for that part
of the loan which goes to purchase
lime, phosphate, livestock, and
farming equipment, also for asestairs of a permanent nature," he
pointed out.

REA to Energize
Lines on July 18

Responding to the request of a cheater, vice-chai
rman; 011ie - J.
committee representing the Iamb Price. Eastern
district organizer
producers of Kentucky, headed by ior the Kentucky
Farm Bureatl
Judge Frank L. Duffy, Cynthiana Federation, secretary
and trees,
and including all important lamb urer; Roy Milburn.
Boyle county;
raising sections of the state, Ken- J. D. 'Weil.
'Fayette county; Fred
tucky chain stores have launched McDonald, Franklin
, County; W.
a "EAT MORE KENTUCKY _S McGuire. Jessamin
e county; Lee
SPRING LAMB" campaign which Rubinson. Marion
county; W. W.
will extend through the entire Robb, Mason
county; V. B. Carter,
BERLIN. July 13—German po- month of July.
Mercer county; J. W. Miller. Nichlitical circles, reacting sharply to
This is a .Kentucky-wIde' Pro- olas county; J. H. Satterwaite,
Prime Minister Chamberlain's. de- ducer-Consurner
campaign for this Owen county; Martin Light. Penwas entitled under the law to charge each person claration of the British position on important Kentucky
product along dleton cotintys C. H., Cheaault.
Danzig, ,asserted
his statement _the_ line .of.national Producer-Con- Scott co-unty,
who bought an operators license in 1934 and 1935
Coffman. Shel- Wesley Hawks, past 60. a storea no- "changes absolutely nothing."
sumer campaigns which haste been by -eounty and Jack Dennis, Wood- keeper at Crossland
, was in jail
tary fee of 25c on each license sold. This would have made They charged Britain with "en- conductedos(?' successful
ly by food -fords county.
here today after he had been arcouraging Polish Chauvinism" gild chains tor' grapefrui
your license cost you $1.25 instead of $1.00. I did
t, beef, lamb, '„ The. co-operative drive is
being rested Saturday night on a charge
not said that, although a "reasonable beans, potatoes and other crops.
co-ordinated by Joe T. Lovett, of selling whisky at his store
solution" still could be found for
charge that notary fee thereby saving you 25c
It
on each the Danzig problem. "from
is 'pointed out that production managing director, Kentucky Chain without a license.
Berlin
v. license.
- The court today had not set
the, sright • atmosphere for- MICA], a of spring lambs is increasing rap- Stores Bureau, *unity.,
bond 'far -rawks. Not a stranger
idly, in -Ketatiekr. white consumpsolution cannot be perceived." '
to &nal proceedings, Hawks was
"It is particularly deplorable," it tion within the state continues to
acquitted in circuit court here a
lag behind. Tbe national per capAs Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court, I have tried was said in these
quarters. "that ita use
year ago when he was charged
of lamb exceeds 8 pounds
Chamberlain
to serve well and to be considerate of others at all
not mention _the
with the murder of Seldon Humwhile in Kentucky it is less than
times. wishes of thedid
Danzig citizens."
phreys.
one-half pound.
The court decided his act
Producers say
was justifiable.
that many Kentuckians do not apBritain Means Business
My opponent on a good record has been endorse
d
London—The Times of London, preciate the delicacy of spring Was Chief of Navy During Period
in, his chosen profession, drawing tax payers' money,
Of Its Greatest Peacetime
simply because they have
for which often reflects official lamb
Expansion
opinion, last week said: "If the not tried it while others confuse
12 times or more. Is it not tight on a good record to
the
splendid flavor of spring lamb
en- Reich chooses to .upset the present
•
RICHMO
with
ND.
dorse me one time?
mutton.
Va.. July 13—Secstate of .affairs (in Danzig t by
retary
of
In
the
addition
Navy
Claude
to
August
grocery chains,
force and if Poland's independence
which swill feature lamb during Swanson. for almost half a century
is thereby
d, then this July,
a number cf non-grocery. a leader in the public life of the
I want you to say by your vote that you Approve or country willthreatene
fight .
" The
state and. the nation. was buried
Manchester Guardian added: "Ger- chain stores have agreed to assist
disapprove of my record. If you vote for me you are
in the
promotion of
say- many must be left in
Kentucky in Richmond's historic Hollywood
no doubt Spring
cemetery
Monday
Lamb. Among them are
ing by your vote that you approve. If you vote against me, that we sre ready and determined
after a state
S. Kresge Co., F. W. Woolworth funeral in Washiqgton.
-you are saying that you think that I have not done my job to fulfill our obligations to Po- S.
Co.,
Kuhn's
5-10-25c
Short
Stores,
but impressive ceremonies
S. H.
land." Said the Daily Mirror: "No
well.
more words . . we are convinced Kress Co.. Pressman's Department were held at the Sesanson vault,
it is useless to go on ,chatting Stores, . Charles Stores, and Scott on; a high knoll overlooking the
Stores. A number cf independent James river. There the first Mrs.- "with Nazi gangsters."
retailers have alsosr pledged their Swanson is buried.
Please say by your vote that you think that I have
assistance in the drive to enlist
Capt. Rent D. Workman, head
made an efficient Clerk.
CREAM AT CHERRY
Kentuckians to consume more *of
There will be an lee cream one of the state's finest products chaplain of the Nayy, said a short
supper at Cherry Corner Saturday and most important rash-Income prayer from the entrance to the
flower-banked tomb, where the
night, according to an announce- crop.
widow, members of the immediate
ment made here today. A tent
The slogan of Kentucky pro- family and
a large group of the
show and music will be other con- ducer - consumer campaign
(Political Adv.)
s is: secretary's pers,onal friends were
cessicns at the entertainment.
"Your profit when Kentucky pros- assembled
.
pers."
Secretary Swanson. 77, died FriThe producers committee is com- day. leaving a
;pp in both Presiposed of: Judge Duffy, Cynthiana, dent Roosevelt
's cabinet and in
chairman; George ePossatcsatfain- DernoeM
ic partr ettiricils. "-rot*
three years. he had been in ill
health, forced to turn over to aides
direction of many phases of the
Navy's greatest peacetime e_xpanslots

To All Persons Who Purchased Operators
License In 1934 And 1935.

Volume CVII; No. 28

Hawks Is Jailed"
on Liquor Charge

4.p_4

hoflifo!tiL

Navy Secretary
Is Buried Monday

Microphotography reveals
a world of wonders in
a drop of water—and
MARVELS reveal the
double joy of quality
smokitm for less money.
AA-for MARVELS'

The CIGARETTE of Quality
%IMO HHHHH FNMA, PA

CLAUDE L. MILLER

Record-Veakini --Summer Savings Sale!
BATH TOWELS

Record breaking prices on big,
thirsty-fibred towels. All with fast
colors.
Size 15x27, each
Sc
Size 17x34, each
10c
Size 20x40, each
15c
22x44 Cannons, each
19c
1.6x32 Hacks, each
10c

HOSIERY
Run resist mesh
Knee length, silk

44c
23c

PIECE GOODS
DRESS PRINTS, Economy percales.
New and pretty, yd.
9c
80x80 count, yd.
14c
Batiste, yard
10c
80x80 cound, yd.
, 14c
Dimities, Crisp, sheer
19c
TOWELING, 16-in., yard
8c
PERCALES, Tub fast
9c
Bleached Domestics
8c-9c-10c
Slip Taffeta, Rayon
25c
Slub Braodcloth, white and colors 15c.
Cretonne
10c

BLEACHED SHEETING

Fire Does Damage
To Farmer Home

NOVEL FROCKS

$3,000 Loss is Estimated as Flames
Ravish 2-Story Building
on Poplar Street

Sparta, 81-inch. Special at yd...25c
40-inch voile. Yard

1-9c

MEN'S DRESS HATS
At July sale

'

-

98c

RAYONPANTIES
Scanties at our special sale price. For
cool summer wear
9c

SHOES
Misses' and women's $1.98 value to
go at
$1.49
SOX, Grey mix, pair
Sc
RAIN CAPES, $1 value
ale
WASH CLOTHES, 10c value
Sc
SHIRTS, Men's dress .
. 47c
SHIRTS, work
• •47C:59c-79c

SHIRTS

SHORTS

20c Set, each

10c

UNION SUITS
tkIetic style. Each

49c

WASH PANTS
New checks, plaids, stripes. Pair 79c

W.S. Fitts & Son
East Main Street

on

Mt. Carmel Group
To Hold Memorial
Fire Saturday alien on was responsible for approximately $3.000
darnages to the 2-story resitrential Cemetery Service

S.TIRES

U.

structure of Arthur Farmer On
Poplar - street, both, in building
alas loss and'-furniture
:
Supposedly starting from
cated electric -iron on
second
floor, the fire bu... •. spicily., No
one was at ho
at the time, but
passersby •
g smoke issue from
the buildfrig called the local fire
departfnent. which quickly extinguished the flames—not, however, before the entire upstairs
had been ruined.
The building was partially protected bx insurance, It was indicated, the structure will be re. ..
built.

committee _representing the
t Carmel cemetery anataW_IMI
today that community would hold
its annual memorial. day Saturday,
July 22, at the church and cemetery.'
Of unusual interest on the program will be the business session
at , which stockholders in the
graveyard will dicuss' the feasibility a new highway by the place.
the locating of names and number
of all graves. a report on the work
accomplished during We' last year,
the letting of contracts. registraticn and contribtdions.
Church trustees are expecting
500 people to be present. The
meeting will last all day, and
lunch
will be
spread on
the
ground. Members of the committee
are Elmus -Carson
Hallet
Joe .L. Wall. Eddville, candidate Dunn. Headley Swift, L.
A. L.
for State Senator for this district Langston, Frank Swift, and Luther
will speak at Hazel Saturday after- K: Califon,
noon. July 15. at 2:30. o'clock and
at Faxon, Saturday night night.
Henry Tax, Rate Set'
July 15,. at 730 o'clock in the
•
interest of his candidacy.
Paris—After adopting a complete
He spoke here, in Murray last budget last week, the Henry CounSaturday afternoon before a large ty court set the 1939 tax rate at
and. enthusiastic criisvd.
"92.31, a twelve-cent increase over
the 1938 rate ,The 1937 rate was
Thirty Green countyrfarmers are $2.32.
.
.
•
using small amounts of hybrid seed
corn this year.
It pays Na read our assorted,

Joe Wall to Spe4k
. In County Saturday

SIZE

PRICE

4.75-19

$6.40

• 6.00-16

$7.48

6.50-16

°$10.84

$8.20

6.50-18

$14.36

5.25-18

-

5.50-17

SIZE

PRICE
$8.92

•

LIFETIME GUARANTEE BY UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY

PORTER MOTOR'CO.
'West Maple Street

Phone 97 ,

Murray, Ky.
•

•
•
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Interesting Features of Johnson's
I. Life Shown in Newspaper Career

t—

Kentucky Governors

The Pay-Off

M(H.
0
RCH
_

•

By JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLE

ground.
The fifth Lieutenant Governor,
Gabriel Slaughter, became governor October 21, 1816, upon the
death of Governor George Madison.
Jettlea T. Morehead, the ninth
Lieutenant Governor, became governor February 22, 1834, after the
death uf John Breathitt. The tenth
Lieutenant Governor, Charles A.
Wickliffe, becadte governor October 5. 1836, upon the death of
Governor James Clark. Governor
John J. Crittendon resigned July
31, 1850, to become U. S. Attorney'
Genera, and Lieutenant-Governor
John L. Helm became governor.
John W. Stevenson. eoghteenth
Lieutenant-Governor, became governor upon the death of Governor
John L. Helm, September 8, 1887,

and never presides over the Senate. Governor John W. Stevenson
resigned February 13, 1871, having
peen elected to the U. S. Senate,
and Preston H. Leslie became governor William Goebel contested the
seat of William E. Taylor, and was
awarded the certificate on January 31. 1909, by vale of both Houses
of the Legislature. Wt,jliam Goebel
was shut from the eitodunve building by an assaaatn.'while walking
to the executive building oat January 30, 1900, dying on February
3, 1900. He was declared elected
on January 31, 1900, and, was sworn
in as Governor. Upon Ws death
J. C. W. Beckham, who was declared elected Lieutenant-Governor
with William Goebel, became governor.
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T.' 0. TURNER.
Cummissioner f. of, ttia.,,,Con I to
The Pile Cent Phologiaphs,
teh us-a sa•r
erning bodY, and for state. county and municipals
.
JOE
moray
the legislature
L.
WAIL
.
Consider that life iTshort. We all should prepare to; death, but. we take proof of clears agains the
must he ft=orn. the same sit2. C,t thi ail out -- writ. pai...tate °L A. B. Lee. deceased. S.nd
must, be depended upon, and
.V. A. 'BILL) PHILLIPS •
,with he little whims of disappointed itsb
r:on. omit addres! on it
ting as ,the me at our
all aspire.to climb in life, You have a boy. - girl .er friend,who is at- all perions ..holding' claims eget
and
mail to
COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY holders--instead of the financial control of govern%ental
Regillar Price,
.O. estate. will- present - th
tempting to prepare himself for ropoFinon. Think that TweLct YEARS sai
affairi-We
3. Can at .4.1•• ciinvenienaig
3rd Itidiciail District
claims
fall short of our mission.. But -do not blame 'your
against
"odd
eaterd.
eeteee.
duly+
P
tate
time.
whiOn
office.
in
alloted
one'
(alai:et
coniialtation
can
to hpid.an
15 about half the
elected
legislature
R. HAW HOOD
,
proven. before this CourV-s. Master
solely on job promises without any thought of
s After ponderiag saves the Matter in a cuns:clentioua way go to the polls Conuniesiener....on or -before
• JOHN T. MOP
where you are going
CUTIrAltf...iai dr 4;1.4...
to' get the money. You will regulate the
and vote as SC.ru feel you slaatild.
first daYs. of August Term' of .
••
• - .
.. ,
.
uly Only,
tile
State's..busitless as you cot
CIRCUIT JUDGE
•
•
Calloway Circuit Court: 1939. °olive
C
vote. Let's pass our stale over to the
yOur
Judicial
candidates
District
sonic
3rd
and
do.
plead
you
as
I rr.ay no[
up
I may riot arm
coming generation free
fort ver
barreCI from
•
collection
IRA D.. SMITH
of
be-- ieste-syou to 'Make me a prornise.shat an ‘..rse swill appreciate you, vote earne in any other manner. except
sa-r's •
SECURITY CO.
Through this
•
cisioure cotAr CLERK
e'..sre than I. I de_ have-faith in.:The weather is hot and the elec• tion is getting
I titor
-.
hots but regard'
Witness•my Mimi au CIttli Of the
CLAUDE I.. MILLER
5Th
.'d
Stri•li
less of whom you are for you can cool off at• our
Callow-at
Circuit - Courts.,this the
Thank -,T71.1- lurlil'a\
.
'
store--T
.6 I 2,1*
HE 000LEST
, 61111di
,
OTIS LOVINS
lath day efeJtinis 1639.
PLACES IN TOWN!
Ph0.111
•• 1
PA/IIN
N. 4th St.
Kttitylif
Ptione 92-3
.
L • Millet,
•
.FOR RKPRKSKNTAT1VR
...Via ail searipy fearat
T. 0. TURNER
'
„ CIrk Callotvey Circuit. Court
PINK CURD
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ar- Knob News

Miss Beeline Wtsehart, who has *Lamb, of near Blood River, Mr.
Working Wives Upheld
been on the sick list the past week and
Mrs. Hardie Hutson from
Boston- -The right of married
is improyed.
Paris, Mrs. Jess Stmmons, of near women
to be einplbyed in public
nice rain fell Saturday night
"Uncle" Jeff
Stubblefeld
of Macedonia, Mrs. Linda Simmons, service, which`has been challenged
and Sundm„Milyhe eyeryt_sedy,
f
and Mrs. Bill -Simmons -and
-spent
.
front
te-7-year
by "bills introduced in
TlaufalaY
-tier now.
until Saturday with his brother, all of near Macedonia.
the Legislatures of 20 states and
Johnnie Simmons and children, Willie
Stubblefield. and Mrs. StubMiss Mary McCuiston of near passed in four of 'them, was upLucille and E. H., Dares blefield and
Mrs. Mavis Allbritten Blood River has 'grate to Detroit held in Massachusetts last week
Mitchell and Es-an Williams were of
Green Plain.
by an advisory opinion of the State
to visit relatives.
among the number in Providence
Annie Willis spent the weeic_end
Congratulations .to Mr: and Mrs. Supreme Court.
Saturuay morning.
with, her brother, Bert Willis and
Galon Jackson on your wedding.
Decey, Clifton and Mary Mitchell
Mrs...Willis and baby. The baby is
were in Hazel. Saturday attemoon. very
There are more than 83 million
Mrs. Lizzie 'Stubblefield spent
ill at this, time.
Mr. and Mrs. Gunter Oaborn
Johnnie Simmons and son, E. H., -from Saturday till Sunday with miles of telephone wire and more
and son of Hazel were Saturday fnished
her mother, Mrs. Lue Housden of than 16 milhoti telephones in. the
laying by.. corn Friday.
night and Sunday guests of Mrs.
United States,
Mrs. Laura Ury and daughter, near Macedonie.—"Curly Tops"
Osisurn's parents, Mr. and Mrs. ElCharlotte, of Chicago, Ill., arrived
miss Mitchell of Macedonia.
here Sunday to spend a while with
Mrs. Thalia Wachtel of Murray her
mother,
was a Sunday guest of her daugh- of Murray, Mrs. Theta Wachtel,
and her sister. Mrs.
ter, Mrs. Noah Maynard and Mr. Noah
Maynard and Mrs. Maynard.,
Maynard of Cedar Knob,
and children of Cedar Knob.
Kentucky Bell has put up 27
Mrs. Ruth Maynard and Mrs.
cans of blackberries, d cans of
Laura Ury and daughter were Fribeets, 6 cans of cucumbers and 22 day
guests of Mrs. Rena Hatfield.
cans of kraut in the last week.
Kentucky Bell.
Miss Pernice tMae Simmons is
on the sick list at this writing.
Mrs. Lissie Stubblefield was a
Saturday night guest of her mother, "Aunt" Sue Housden.
THE CASE OF THE
Mrs. Sallie Burton, who has
Clay McClure and Pete Wise. been staying with Mr. and Mrs.
MURDERED DIVORCEE!
hartwere in New Concord Mon- Warlict Hutson for some time, has
day afternoon.
gone to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Bur.Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Bishop of ton's near Buchanan.
Missouri were visitors of Mr. and
Those who were in the home of
Mrs. Clay McClure Tuesday. They Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell's Satalso visited Tuesday night with urday night were Mr. and Mrs.
Guthrie Osbron and son of near
Jessie McClure,
Hazel.
Misses Pernie Mae and Mary LuDolly Mae Maynard and her
cille Simmons spent a while Tuesday afternoon with "Aunt" Uue little niece from Chicago visited
Housden and daughter, Mrs. Clams Misses Velma and Susan Lax Friday.
Lax.
Those who were in.the- home of
Warren Allbritten and John Williams made a trip -Tuesday morn- Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Lax Sunday
were Mr.' and Mrs. Monkey Stuband
ing to Hazel to see Dr. Miller for
blefield of near Green Plains. Mr.
RKARDO,CORTEZ • PHYLLIS IROOKS
John Williams who is very ill at
and Mrs. Guy Hutson, of near
this writing.
Blood River, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
SLIMISMAIMERVILLE • KANE RICHMOND
• Flatten -Lewis,- John and Miss
Velma Lax spent the Fourth tit
UN TUNG•IPABLINE MOORE
Chlropraeue: ins SONIn015 WAS
Mayfield.
makes people well and
EDDIE COLLINS • KAY LINAKER
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and
happy.
baby were Tuesday afternoon visLOUISE NENRY • ROBERT LOWERY
itors of Mr. and Mrs. Warlict HutDR. W. C. OAK1.EY
son and children, Joe Max and
A 200h Contery-Fox Picture
Chiropractor
Peggy Ann. Murray
Decey, -Clifton and Miss Mary 909 West Main
Mitchell were shopping in New Afurray:Mon.. Wed., & FrL P. M.
—Also--Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sat.
Concord Friday morning.
Mandrake The Magician No. 6

• A.

Holiday Decline
average family. The Gallup poll
NEW YORK, July 10—BUSI-'last week reported that 40 per
NESS—Millions of Americans en- cent of low-income American famjoyed a four-day
holiday last ilies believe they pay no taxes.
week, an Mutat business volume This report followed close on the
suffered accordingly. There were, heels of a National Consumers
however, such June highlights as: Tax Commission -survey which
A decrease in unemployment to ' showed that 56 per cent of the
below the 10,000,000 level for the 1938 tax bill was paid by the pubfirst time since October, 1938: a lic In indirect taxes.
gain of 15,720 in telephone -4013Graphically picturing the real
scrihers; new airline traffic records; sources of locale stale and. federal
a sudden spurt in stuck and tgind tax revenues, the liCTC, a nationfinancing by industry. and 11
wide tax educatiaifi organization.
Of 18 Per cent in engineering con- explained that of the $14,155,000,000
struction contracts. These give re- total tax burden, $8,204,000,000
assuring evidence that business is came from public indirectly. The THE RITZ BRO,THERS are edging
right out of the picture. Just look
continuing to take on new vi- commission points out that these
what's behind-them! It's "The Gorilla!" The 20th Century-Fox fun-andtality.
shifted taxes
--paid on every exIn . addition, officials of three penditure for food, housing, cloth- fright show:in which the boys play three defective detectives, opens
major industries last week aligned ing, fuel, as well as luxuries—were Saturdaiat the Varsity Theatre,
thernaelves with thtmal wjau ,jvaialt/.2 „paid by all families in all income
the months ahead will see further groups, but affect most seriously
extension of' these-business gains: the 87 per cent of American wage Ødstrial purposes such as acid
(1) Public utility Men look for a earners whose annual income' id tank linings, beer tubing, gaskets
and the like.
new electric power output record_ $2,500 or less,
this quarter. (2) Consensus of the
17,000,000,000 Circulates
Something went wrong again!
country's rail officials is that
Leg Cosmetics
HEADLINES IN NEW YORK— The Ledger & Times failed to
freight car-loadings, a time-honorTHINGS TO WATC FOR—Leg
er trade barometer, will register a cosmetic. a new I uid prepara- Moneyr in circulation' tops seven- come Saturday and tho Bryant
Jones drove the six miles to the
more-than-seasonal
pickup
this tion to make
kingless legs billion-dollar- mark for the first
postoffice Saturday evening and
summer and fall. ill Rayon and look more at
Live during the Bate since bank holiday of March,
cotton textile manufacturers, with summer.
. ,Aggregate earnings of called for it, it wasn't there, and
es slogan is "Pour 1933 .
Friday of the following week
a
substantial business already yourself
ir of stockings" . . New York City banks in second
booked for July, are expecting an The T
e. a tricycle propelled quarter were below last year . . . came and no Ledger & Times.
So
those who wanted to borrow
excellent third quarter.
with.
chain drive like a bicycle Jobs of 1000.000 production: work• •• • •
new wood finish, which re- ers threatened by new CIO strike ours were disappointed as well as
Word Profits Least
ires only one coat instead of in General Motors plants . . . . we.
This hot weather is hard on fat
WASHINGTON—How much do' the three used in present finishing Penalty duties set by U. S. on
textile imports of silk from Italy; folks like I am, and canning seaautomobile manufacturers li
e methods. It is expected to cut Treasury
officials deny action has son at hand too. I've a mind to
on new. cars? The answer.
a time for finishing furniture from
. . try just once imitating the grassmatter of speculation to Ir buy- 26 -hours to five hours or less . . any political significance
which just sang and
ers and even some dylers. now A parcel post egg box made whol- Private crop experts estimate as hopper
has been provided by. the Federal ly of paper, yet able to stand a of July 1 U. S. wheat crop of danced all summer, only I would
721.000.000
bushels,
not
corn env, of
expend, the energy dancing
Trade Commission
In the low- compressive load of 5:000 pounds,
priced field, the, commission's re- according to Designer Frank Wat- 2,557.000.000 bushels. Last year's even.
crops
were
931,0000,000
bushels
packaging _engia
. cOntly comple*:d industry study sen_.Bliltinere,
Last Sunday a truck load, Clyde
reveals, th
Furd V-8 netted a neer. 'The box has ckuble thick- and 2.542.000.000 bushels respect- Spicelands family, Mr. and Mrs.
profit of
$6 a car to the Ford Incas at top, bottom and sides, ively . . . 1939 fiscal year deficit Linus Spiceland and Mr.. and Mrs.
cowman,' in the ?Mir years 1934 holds four -dozen eggs . . .• A new of U. S. approximates $3.500,000.- R. B. Kirks went across CumberthroUgh 1937, while in the same concoction which produces bubbles 000, second highest peace-time land
by having the ferry padtotal,
peyfod Chevrolet earned- for Gen_ in bath water.
dled acrosg when its engine was
al , Motors an average of $46 a
unruly) and visited Mr. and Mrs
car, and Plymouth netted Chrys- •
Henry Dawson near Linton. Mrs.
New Insulation
CHILDREN
PLEASANT VALLEY SCHOOL
100
OZONE
ler Corp. about $48
REBUFFED—L
Dawson, forrnerl,y Christine. Spiceightening
ApC- a
BALCONY, Nights. Sundays, and
parently the low Ford profit was of tfie duties of "public utility
land, begins teaching Monday.
HolidaysHe
due largely to the company's not "trouble-shooters" is -proniised by
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Hicks had a
having advanced prices in propos- a- newly-developed synthetic. rubEight o'clock Monday morning guest arrive Sunday,
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
little
Carol,
tion to rising manufacturing .costs er-like material made of ordin- found our teacher and 35 children weighing eight pounds:
and Holidays
330
during the period. In 1937. Ford's arY coke. limestone and sale. Coin- eager to begin another sevenMrs. Lloyd Spiceland returned
net sales price averaged $6 more munications are power lines often month school term.
home after a month's. stay with
Petellitir ...than four yearS earlier, re crippled by ozone, a treacher,
We were glad to have several
bu its manufacturiag 'costs wets ous gas which rapidly deteriorates parents and other friends_ewith us. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cochran Sunair
The Cochrans near New
tip about $35 a car, Mennwftile the insulation ert conventially-con- and enjoyed their encduraging day.
Hope have a new plow bow now.
Chevrolet's averege. sales price structed cable. The new 'synthetic talks.
Does everybody have plenty of
rose $3.4 p car, against an irictease whtch scientists 'call koroseal has
It is our resolution to have the
of $42' in manufacturing costs, been found capable of withstand- best school in the county this snakes this summer? I opened the
••••••ry.--aa-awhile Plymouth's sales were up ing the ravages of ozone indeh- year. We are going to work hard- kitchen closet door recently to
$28 a car, compared with an in- nitely. and wire or, cable using er than we have ever worked be- find one crawling leisurely in
crease of only $12, in manufactur, -this as insulation has already been fore. We invite our parents and the shelves. My mother had, one
ing costa the study showed. . put on the market by several elec- friends to visit us at every oppor- to fall out of her .winter' coat
.••
,•
• •
.
which hung on a hanger. Why I
trical equipment companies. Koro- tunity.
s...
seal was developed prienarlly to
We arc planning to have an ice hear folks- talk about toordt
IF
under
their pillows every nightWE DONiT KNOW--A compari: resist •the action of corrosives. It cream supper in the near future.
6
!4 son of findings of two studies re- wag found to possess many desir- The exact date will appear in our for them. •
That yellow flag was snotched
cently made public should be of able characteritics and its applies- school news, so watch for it.
off the Jones' property recently
more than passing interest to the lions were extended to many in- Everyone will be invited.
and the family emerged joyfully
from quarantine at last. No one
else took small pox.
I hope we are not .responsible.
but when I first came to Stewart
county no cne arounff went to the
Bluff on the Fourth. Our. car sat
alone on. We bank over here while
we crossed over.
Last Tuesday I was amazed to
it Paramount Picture with
"
see cars and trucks of all descriptions line the bank on this side
while hardly a man or woman
could be found at home working
on that day as they used to, while
at the picnic grounds at the Bluff
()vet-kid by Alfred:1E. Groin
Tennesseans and Kentuckians intermingled till I almost forgot on
which side either belonged. Somehow the barrier between Stewart
countians and Callowayans has
Goac.̀
diminished until eve all have the
.,..• •
u
w,
same interests and are much morel_
sol""- vas
• congenial.
Of course at the Bluff was the
same crowd, only even larger, that
piss.
.•
comes every year for the informal
vs.-0"" <i•%"'"
reunion with old acquaifiAnces,
and leaves each time, declaring
wearilY as they rub their pet
•IIIIIlaI II WI
corns, that they'll never come
again, but • will rest at home instead. In a year one forgets his
weariness tho, and tomes back
for more.
And there Were the poor candidates _whorict-erestia--4et
,
.
AO
doing a • friendly deed or even
METER-MISER
SILENT
giving
a tired -smile without being
EVER BUILT
•NEVI
accused of trying to win a vdte.
REFRIGERATING MECHANISM
A butterfly impaled in a glass
•SIMPLEST
REFRIGERANT
case is under no keener observa•F-114
tion, and yet we fail to see while
QUICKURE TRAYS
"DOUBLE-OWN°
examining his record; ancestors.
Until G•Man guns caught
0116-P111111110111/012. CONSTRUCTION
neighborhood, etc: -his real human
•
PROTECTION
qualities, and fail to understand
up with the most vicious
FOOD
OLD
about his struggles, aims, disapFEATURES
•MULTI
IMPORTANT FRIGIDAIRE
racket
of them all!
pointments
and
SUFI
discourageme
Motors
.. A/W WHIM
he has met along'life's road. nt&
-alrteak
by General
apdliackod
Built
I was sorry to hear of the serious illness of Walter Outland.
tit.EBVIATING
,
treasure memories of visits in his
fftIGIDAIR
ES
hospitable
home long ago, and tie
VALID%
has been a faithful central keePer
s
-New Frigidaire "COLD-WALL"
at
Putft.rtoss it --caw- Tor 'ffla
4
years.
Saves Foods From Drying Out!
Get the facet before
I saw Ibveral Detroit people at
the Bluff the Fourth. Hadn't seen
you buy! Check every
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Henry before
point Of every refrigsince they were yoUngsters.
"Seethe
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mc-Cage reerator. Compare
turns to Detroit soon.- Robert is
one who has hoped in vain to be
Frigidaire with them
PROOF/
laid off, and finally -takes his wife
.."'•!
5041 DON! NAVE
all!
You'll
quickly
II
and baby back to stay indefinitely.
TO COVER
MOOS,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins found
learn how ft:, get real
vacant houses scarce as hen's
teeth
value
around Vancleave Schoolfor
every
dollar
"COLD-WALL" COOLING
house where he opens scherol M(-nTHROUGH THE WALLS
you spend.
day. They finally found rooms
literally surrounth the food
with Mr. and Mrs. Amos WorkCome in today. Get the facts
with food -preserving cold.
man.
Savel foods from drying out.
I've been ' absent—from school
about America's No. 1 refrigerator
Fads stay deliciously fresh
openings so long,. I've losf that'
... Frigidaire!
for days--fruits and vegetables
nostalgia Which used to assail me
when I heard a school bell ,ring,
keep their color, freshness,
but one Poker quite hoes that
flavor far longer!
rnemoly -of those "first days" -of
school, and' I still teach in my
dreams—night school; I guess.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Kirks and
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyds Spiceland
Visited at Tolu Thursday night.
4chooLopens there in„.A.tigust with
Loyd still prificipar ands.Cormslia
Kirks as Latin teacher, perhaps.
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SIDNEY TOLER

be
CHILDREN
ADULTS--.101cony, Matinee Except
leo
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, Matinees, Except
$70
Sundays and Holidays

REMEMBER this is an
conditioned theatre. Not only does our big plant COOL
the theatre, but it filters out dust and pollen and washes and purifies the air. Enjoy
our fine show this summer in cool comfort.
TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY ONLY

—wenviiirt

THE

THE YEAR'S!MOST1CHILLARIOUS Hita
WITH-THE PERFECT FUN-AND-FRIGHT,CAST
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UNDER CASE
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Ellen Drew • KeiitTaylor
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HE HELD THE POWE
OVER MEN OF

•
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NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
The grandest love
has ever reached story that
the screen!
IRENE
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Hazel Route I

H. B. TAYLOR, The MAN

The Citadel of a Great Ministry

Master Charles Bailey Jones ha,
returned to Paducah after sisiting
in the home of his cousin. Gene
By EDWARD FREEMAN
and gazed around him. Here were Shrader, for the past several days.
W. Cosby Sieuaasted bus-meat
PART IV
Were plaudits and acclaim and for- in Murry Monday
Ittr and Mrs Frank McClain of
Editors are just as human aa tune, here were qualities' of tool
other men are. subject to con- refreslunent .for a life that had Mayfield attended the singing at
over-zealous. How brightly fileasant Grove Sunday. —
clusions erten which they take
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
neither the trouble nor the oppor- persuasive they gleamed along the
cornices
of the h,urs! Sacrifice was L A. Farris were Mr. and Mrs.
tunity to verify. Often, if they are
not
here
lost,
was
Lee
reward
for
Myers and Mr and Mrs. Homer
hope,
not ultra-consefrvative. they delight in opportunities to criticize. out there were elysian fields whOse Farris.
Mr. and Mrs: Cale Langston, Mrs.
Their paper is the medium: their groves would be welcome The goal
ingenuity at words constitutes the of labor was not eternal pain; the 'Lela _Shrader and their guest. Mrs.
means. Where there is smoke many result of leve was not al,ways hate; Gertie Thompson Hendrix, were in
times they superimpose fire, and the road to beauty need not, be Murray Wednesday.
Miss Connie Lainb and Mrs. E..
adly do so It is ammunition for alive with., thorns. How beautiful
their verbal genius to expand upon. was the irtail over which he had W. Cosby shopped in Murra.3.- Monc
ome!
Yet
day.
every
polished
was
stone
The same might be true at times
Mrs. Jake Mayer, who has been
with reporters: but such a one is . white With blood bleached from his
as what made it confined to her room for some
not a good reporte'r as in many heart. That
instances the editor is not a good beautiful. It was clean. Fire it had days with illness is slowly improveditor who acts Without convic- taken, deegrrnination. soul and ing
Mrs. Celia Thompson and daughtion, or at least with conviction blood and bitterness, and. reagnif,based 'on faith but not rigost, . cent vision. But it had been worth ter. Mrs. J. V. Hill. visited - with
ail:
It
Mrs.
Lon Shrader Wednesday.
especially if.his action might work
• The friends and " neighbors of .
to the harm of the person who be- • Boyce Taylor stood poised at the
turning point gazing into the fu- Mr. and Mrs. Haney Paschall encomes his subject.
. . joyed a delicious thresher dinner
The items printed in many pf ture. 'Then he turned and strode
the _Gethsemane that at
-The papers rnenjtened were purely 4dLflwfl an '
E. A. Moore was in Kirksey Sunreprints of editorials cm - news ar- would., lead to Zt.ilgotha, -As a
day.to
ring Mt. and istra„ Co..
ticles published elsewhere 4hat had lamb he is led to, -the slaughter,
but he opencth not -his mouth."
lurnbus Adams to Pleasant Grove
been campsesed .by Mu:ray reIon
singing.
Twenty
the
have
years
passed
since
porters and sent to co:resoonding
hat day of days. Twenty - years
Fire of unknown origin was disnewspapers.
The words of the reporter may have softened the acrid tones of covered,..in the hanie of Mr. and
have been entirely accurate.`Sure- those who so violently chastised Mrs. I... A. Farris Wednesday night
ly, since Boyce Taylor had been Boyce Taylor in his efforts to unite upon the awakening of Mrs. Farso much in public disapp.oval- the- Baptist churSh against war. ris. Immediate and prompt action
Angeles, on extinguished the blaze Wont it
elsewhere if not at home-papers And 'now' from
were eager ,to scoop Up whatevir June .23 of this year. comes an gained 'much headway and little
they could concerning - him. thu. I Associated Press dispatch which damage was done. No fire had been
carries out the theme championed In the home since early in the
to increase his infamy.
Offering'-to comment. - for ex- so earnestly by Taylor long ago. merning.
Mrs. Chesley Farris and daughSurrounded hy his first board of deacons Is Boyce Taylor, In the
ample. the Owenten. KY. News- "Theattitude of the Northern -BapHerald for April -17. 1919. reports: tist church on war and conscient- ter and Mrs. Beulah Farris were nsert, with his family. lie was nearing 35 and
was in the prime of his
objection
ious
was set forth in a Friday guests of Mrs. Homer Far'The. Rev. H. B. Taylor. pastor of
pastoral genius. In the circle with him are Mrs, H. B. Taylor, who still
the Haptist church at-Murray. Ky., report adopted at the annual con- ris, assisting Mrs. Farris ija- making
is active in church stork here: their daughter. Frances., at the left, who
artagle- reads. kraut while they visited
twiee-.eonstieted-- and :.senteneed---40 tention_ JULle,
W...Padelford, chairman
Mrs.
pays fine of $100 for Violation of
W. Cosby and sister. Miss now is a prominent schoolteacher at Burnside. Ky., but who spends
the influenza -order. went to jail of a Conintittee .on Exemption from Connie Lamb, attended the singing her summers here: and H. B. Taylor. Jr., who now
Is a prominent
,last Thursday night after he had Military Service, declared •-aio case at Pleasant Grove Sunday.
newspaper editor in Florida.
of infringement of rights of any
Much interest is being manifested
repeatedly refused to pay tge
- At the top. reading from left to right are E. T. Dunnaway, W. G.
Underneath in smaller letters, Baptist objector- has come, to our in the' revival at Oak - Grove this
;Ave; and Barber 31cEirath. At left center is Clint Jones and at right
was the sentenee.--Dr,--Melsaughli& -attention; He aid this -was despite week.
del.vered two eloquent sermans at the 'sound of mueketry in every
Mrs. Lena Cosby enjoyed the center is W. W. Harding. At the bottom are W. T. Siedd. Sr., and J. H.
-quarter and tremendous accelera- cream at the home' of Mrs. Will Churchill.
the Baptist church Sunday"
•
Jones, Siedd, and Churchill are still living.
tion of milit-ry preparedness in Wilson one evening recently.
The foregoing,„in the main,
Notice the general preference for mustaches.
representative of the assaults from our own country:Mrs. Thompson Athens. who has
every quarter that Boyce Taylor
-The Cuini..ittees report said .in been confined to her room for some
had to suffer. .Faithful as were part:
years is improved, and her many
some of his disciples 4ike Emmett • - 'We
profoundly
hope and friends rejoice to learn of her imHolland, Galen McBride: W. H. earnestly pray that our Nation may provement and hope that soon ihe
Jones. and _others, he could ,not never again be involved in mili- is to enjoye-the great blessing of
have the support of all. Even J
tary strife, nor that any Baptist health.
Death
this community
Christ'- was not so good a 'judge must risk his life in her defense.'
Hello 'folks, this is .a beautiful
Revival
begin next ,Sunday Sunday and took as 'its -..victim
of human character that he -failed ' -Churches of America were call-. at Pleasant Grove. The pastor, the Ivan Ervin: who lived on what Monday. morning. There are seved upon to combat a 'growing tide Rev. K. .G. Dunn. will be'assisted •was formerly known as the Marion eral fanners harvesting hay. This
to pick a Judas'. One in twgive.
So Boyce Taylig_liveal.his dark of anti-Semitism' in a report sub- by the presiding elder. the Rev. Dunn farm. A few week's illness warm weather makes it very unhour alone, black as the bitter, mitted to 'the caammittee."
C. .N Jolley. who will do the first of bronchitis developed into comfortable for -making hay.
The postulate concerning the preaching. All are -invited to at- pneumonia. His first wife, who
poles. and his followers lived it
The revival meeting began at
with. hire vicariously. The weight 4Uvea of -great'men that 'their work tend' these .services.
preceded.,hini some 40 years. was Oak Grove church Sunday mornof his cross was: not too. burden- I live after them-. is clearly seen in - lee Myers was not so well the a daughter of the late Marshall ing with the Rev. G. B. Arteburn
some for his strengtle Quietly. the attitudes of those who remem- past week.
Rogers: cne son. Charlie of this as helper. Three profestions were
tragically, poignantly, he faced the ber Taylor..
lilt .Ervin
died Sunday evening. vicinity, survived her. His wid- witnessed Sunday night.
"I was a great admirer. of Broth- at his home on this route after ow was a Miss Adair who with
truth. He saw • the ending of _the
We are sorry to hear of "Aunt"
trail. whicalulaiutit- tree
-tar- -his--courage
-daysi- -of-pneumonia.' Burial Their daughter, Mrs. Aubrey -Stara- Jennie Jones being on the sick list.
- it with the courage of one who faithfulness in the fa,ce of an ad- Was at Antioch church the follow- der. of the home, and their son, Also little Bobby Nell -Jones and
had con* far but would 'go far- verse world," declared A. L.Vorit, ing Monday after funeral services James Irvin who with his wife.": Joan Key.
ther. saw not clearly. perha
bu of Corbin. Ky. Mrs. Dora Griffith, by the Rev. _Luther_P.ogue_ Me_ nurse of
-Billie "foe _lenes..of Detroit
Ye surely. tie had burned his o
exa • is, Va.. said "he seem- Ervin was a Christian gentleman Thursday,, and all were present spending this week with his uncle
bridges. There were no regrets. At ed to have.suala a clear conception and a. member at the Christian when the end' came. Mr. Irvin and aunt, Mr
.
.. and Mrs. Holton
the zenith of tits career, at the apex of the Bible..and ',could say more church for a number of years. was a member of the Antioch Byars.
of his influerice. he stood upon the with tt1f. fewest words of anyone His, wife and a several children Church of Christ.
Glad to report ()We Waldrop is
.•
pinnacle - of the Etc he-had built I ever heard preach" Elder George survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Jaul Johnsen of a little improved.
Gary, Ind., accompanied by their
Everyone was glad to see Mr.
two ahildrert.' who had been visit- and Mrs. Columbus Adams at
Trevathan Nested to Board
ing their parents--- .-and grand- South Pleasant Grove Sunday. Our
Bentbn-B.
Trevathan. cashier parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Humsympathy is extended to these kind
,-1 the Bank of Marshall county. phreys. returned
last • week to people in the loss of their baby
was dected as lay trustee of the their home in Gary.
about four weeks ago.
State teachers retirement system.
Mrs. Jim McFadden and son. Tip.
Others of the commtmlty who
the State-Department of Education
entertained during last week rela- ton, returned to their home at
arnounced Friday.
tives from a distance were Mrs. Springville. Tenn, Thursday after
Errnie Hayes and son Ellis. Mr. being in the home of Mrs. Eva
WPA Workers Strike
and Mrs. Ernest Erwin. Messrs. Guthrie, a daughter of Mrs. McThousands of WPA construction'
Fadden. Tipton has been in the
workers -quit their jobs last week Hub and Camillas Erwin. Mr. and
home of his sister for about three
in a rapidly spreading mass pro- Mrs. .1.1oby McPherson. Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Grogan, Mr. and Mrs months since the death of her hustest against longer working hours
Dennis Boyd, and Mrs. Minnie, band. Pen Guthrie. .
imposed by the new Federal ReSmot herman.
Miss Ethella Orr, daughter of
.
lief - Act.
Mr. and Wm. Jim Erwin of De- Mr. and Mrs. Mart Orr. of Detroit,
troit -after attending service4 at is, visiting relatives near Puryear.
Pleasant Grove in the naorning at Miss Orr is a high school graduRagland. one of ,the more prom- which time Miss Alice Waters ate of the '38-'39 term. Hoyce
Seainent Baptist ministers of Ken- made a • nice talk at Pleasant more Wrather, son of Mr.
and Mrs.
tucky. declared, Boyce Taylor's doc- Grove. en,her experiences
Chi- Bryan Wrather, is also a high
trinal influence is strotpier in the ea while a missionary. Bert Moore school graduate of Detroit
Esoeeesced fte.elers to St Leas
during
churches of Kentecky-today than motored over to the home of Mr. the term of '38-'39.
kist solsed the. hotel emblem.
Congratulatons
.Lt.1.1:
-each -.-crf- therstr I
o
a
The Anwesee penedes•locareas
al 1( .
On one occasion,,,,_Mpe.zjalennie Cotwater, and brought them to
The'wheat thresher was in this
tonvenfer4 to an pant3 of means
Adams. Bayou. Ky., wrote to Mr. the church where they favored the community Thursday threshing
asdvasile•esooe•uos,•ed reab
for
Taylor.
"Because
you are .'Set for audience with some special ducts Elisha Key. Frank Kuykendall and
ly fast occoottatotlabots at poces
the -defense of the Gospel," she which were greatly appreciated.
Jessie Key. _
that do not ...yoke *my sacrifice
'
II am sending you the enMr. and Mrs. Clarence__CesitaningRelatives and friends in the home
arcomfon or str.ce.AWays Fats
closed ten dollars (which is the ham Sunday were accompanied of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Byars Thursfood at the Aweless
--tithe frofri a gift from my moth- by relatives -oss4-of the vicinity at day were Mr. and Mrs.
Holton
er."
both church serVicesehere_If people Byars, Mr. and Mrs-Waylon Taylor
• ROOM WITH WAT1-1-1159
Fordsville. Ky.. would bring their visitors to church and children, Janice and Junior,
c
,
mmentirig upon her association there would not be so many empty 0. T. Pasohall, Tipton McFadden,
SEVENTH STREET AND
with the Murray pastor, once said: pews.
MOST CONVENIENT SPOT IN
Lewis Cosby. little Bettie Sue Car_
MARKET BOULEVARD
"The years we spent in Murray
Bogard,. Dunn and his mother, roll. Mrs. L. Winsor and Mrs.
were
more,
profitable
to
Mrs.
us
Dunn.
K.
in'
G.
our
accompanied
by cutchens.
Henri /4 ONULL.i4G1Ispiritual lives than any we have Miss Alice Waters, were adinner
We have been having some exGAIAGI AND
c%er passed through.-Sunday
guests.
of
and
Mr.
Mrs.
tremely hot weather the past few
PiAltK1NG IAGLITIES
To Be ontinuerll
Dennia -Boyd:
days.
t-On Sunday afterneon a crowded
Mrs. Lena Cosby was in the home
house greeted the fine_group of of Mrs. Audie Wilson Thursday,
singers
from
.
many
localitis‘s
who afternoon and enjoyed ice cream.
. •
sang many good- spiritual songs.
Misses Linda Marie and Lottie
The leader did not forget the Sue
Bedwell, Miss Margarette
Young Mr. HoWard of Guthrie and Tcpton McFadden
Bible.
Sineffir Spring read a- chapter' tended the reunion at Mr. atand'
followed be. prayer ,by Bro. Jim Mrs. Will Wilson's Sunday
after-Wrather of this - place.
noon.
If teachers comply -with the law
Mrs. Fiera Mae Holley has beetle
'School Children
Kentucky will canning blackberries the Nil
tetealso daily hear-BMW readings in days
• •
their.sssemblics,..1rMiss Ethel Paschall returned to
. •
Make
.Perhaps you-- feet that yoUf -Korn' t Ina .3tt ,privacy and protectionests-eitensiewi affords,
ellen* the meet- her home Friday after
spending.
•
ing of ,he 'American. Legion at several Months in
-comfortable 27111 con.venient as you can male, for only a very few pennies a day.
Florida.
last Thursday evening.
Murray
--Golden
it. But is it? May
. be ybu're tivertnoki.fig one
Lock.
'
Begin nowAo enjoy the priceless benefits of
Hearty welcome to you singers
she groateit conveniences modern home
a inw4enst extension telephone. Call the Teleand all' others .who will on the
Washington --The'- Siamese Govcap, has e—an extens;on telephciric.- second Sunday afternoon in Aug- ernment
phme Business office and order yours today.
has notified the State Deust be at „Pleasant GaISVC-•for ,an- partment
An extension,
theLlied or in some other
that it is changing the
other singing..
name of Siam to one 'signifying
hindy location', eill-,ave
si miny WeariAmong quartets and duets here the "land
of the Thai".
some steps up and down stairs or heat one
last. Sendai_ were Key, Erwin,
room ..to another. And you can enjoy
Tarkington,
Wilkerson,
Adams,
Parks and Armstrong and many
• effort-saving convenience. plus: the 'extra
-congregational singing groups.
New Method
There were three- conversions at
Oak Grove Baptist Choreh last
SOLE
night.
The
revival continues
SHOES
through -the week, afternoon and
night.
- ,
Half Soled and Heeled
Revival services will lie held at
—at—
Pleasant Grove nest week
The
Rev. ,C.
Jolley diL Paris will
aSaist the pastor. K. G. Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. -Cecil Wilson.returned to their home at Chatta.
nooga, Tenn.. after 4th of July
visit with' Mra.. Wilson's pareete
Mr. and Mrs. Zrnest Erwin
s
.‘ Mrs. Leslie -Ellis -underisent a
'gallstone operation at a Paducah
Basement Elmo,' Beals Hotel
hospital Monday - morni:
..or is
getting along nicely.
1111111111111.1111111111111
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S. Pleasant Grove

Around Paschall
School
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STOP AT THE RENOWNED

•

wouid You be Visiting World's Fair?
Hotel Accommodations Reasonable

YANCLEAVIC SCHOOL NEWS
schpol. under the supervision
of ou Lovina and Mrs.- Estelle
McDougal,- , was opened Monday
morning. Thet.E
gr.,Tillman Taylor was in cha
of the scripture
reading and prayer. He made ,01
very interesting talk ck„.....„ttcts,
n -The Ireportant Things of Life.
Sept. T.
C. Arnett was present a
made
a brief but inipiring talk. ,
A large number of patrons teas
present to add their words of encouragement to the 58 fine boys
and girls enrolled here.
Everyone seemed to be anxious
to make our school one of the best
in the county. To Superintendent
Arnett, Mr.. Taylor, and all /the
patrons may we say we greatly
appreciateed your presence and
the fine things steer-phi. We extend an invitation to you to visa
us at any time. .
Don't forget our ice cream supper Saturday night, July 15. Come
and enjoy the evening with us!
World Baptists to Meet
Atlanta-When the umpire calls
the last out the night of July 21
in the Atlanta Baseball Park,
workmen will begin preparing
for the week-lung Sixth Baptist
World Congress, expected to draw
50.000 delegates representing more
than 18,090.000 Baptists in 70 nations. The central sessions will be
held in the' bail park because no
then available meeting place is
large enough for the throng' expected.

Woodyard Associated, Inc.. 247
Park Avenue, New- York, N. Y.,
ha informed the Ledger & Times
that enyone desiring reasonably
priced hotel accommodations during their visit to the New York
World's Fair may obtain them,,by
simply telephoning Plaza 8-0020
from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. tor- Chelsea
14780 after 5 p. m., and on Saturdays.. Sundays and- holidays) and
givintAheir name as a subscriber
to this server.
•
This service
. is offered solely as
a convemences
vialtNt
to
pay
ss,out-of-towners
planning a
o the Fair, who
do not wish to
.the extremely
high prices of the larger hotels.
There is no charge for the: service.
For the most part. acco modaLions can be had for $1.50 pe day
per • person. However, if ni
spacious accommodations are desired. they can be had at slightly
higher rates. Children under 12
are provided for at half rates.
If anyone wishes to make reservations in advance„'sinipiy write
,.
--

Woodyard Associates, giving the
price you wish to pay, as well as
the date, duration of your planned
visit, and the number of persons
to be accommodated. Reservations
made-in this way carry no obligation, but should not be made until
plans are definite.
These apartment hotels are located on or near the Hudson
River, in excellent residential sections within easy driving or subdistance from
way
the
Fair
grounds..
LIVESVICK IS SHIPPED

H pays ta_

NEW LOW PRICES

In the District Carnet of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky
In the matter of James T.
Reeves. in Bankruptcy. Bankrupt.
To the creditors of James T.
Reeves of Almo in the County
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on
the 14th day of June, 1939, the
said James T. Reeves was duly
adjudicated bankrupt. and 'that
the first meeting of his creditors
will be had at the office of Hun.
T. W. Crawford. Murray, Kentucky, cri the 18th,, day of Jiffy.
1939, at 10:00 o'clock. A.,.M.. at
which time the said creditors may
attend, prove their claims, atipoint
A trustee.. examine the bankrupt
and transact such other busineas
as may properly come before said
meeting.
This July 7, 1939.
Malcolm P. Wallace,
Referee in Bankruptcy

In Bankruptcy
In the District Court of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky
In the matter of Mary H. James,
In Bankruptcy, Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Mary H.
James of Murray-in_the reentsr
Calloway and district aforesaid, a
bankrupt.
Notice• is hereby given that on
the 30th day of June. 1939, the
said Mary H. James was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of her creditors will
be had at the office of Hen. T.
W. Crawford. Murray, Kentucky,
on the 18th day of July, 1939, at
1000 o'clock. A. M.. at which
time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as
may properly come before said
meeting„
This July 7, 1939.
Malcolm P. Wallace,
Referee in Bankruptcy

'Bet
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—The SAFE MILK For Babies

,

Here is the perfect Milk for .baby and
the .whole family, Milk that is richer,
purer, and fretther. It has a better flavor
that children and grown-ups prefer too!
If you haven't tried Sunburst Pasteurized Milk already, try it now by pho
191, and have our delivery man le
at yoOr door. You'll be surprised
difference you wi,11 find jn this BE
SAFER, Milk.

L„-

the
.low
,Mu
tensit

4

Milk is it fciod, as well as a Beverage .
Order a .quart a day for each member of
your family. So-rye—this -Cool RefreshingEvery Meal.

Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191
.••••

No. 9 of a series.

THE NON -BEER
DRINKER BENEFITS
FROM BEER!\\\&

•

50 TIMES THE
PRE-REPEAL MARKET!
A HELP TO THOUSANDS
OF FARM FAMILIES!

BEER TAXES
SWELL GOVERNMENT
RECEIPTS, AND
REDUCE THE COSTS
OF GOVERNMENT
TO ALL OTHER TAXPAYERS ... BY A
MILLION DOLLARS A DAY

AND NOPI,

TO KEEP SEER'S MANY
BENEFITS, FOR YOU AND FOR THEM,
;AMERICA'S BREWERS WANT TO
AD'
1KEEP BEER RETAILING AS WHOLESOME
AS BEER ITSELF. THE IR PROGRAM
WILL INTEREST LOCAL LAW AUTHORITIES.... AND YOU.
AMY WE SEND WO Me FACTS 2,

di

Hap

WAGES- INSTEAD
OF THE COST OF
• KEEPING HUNDREDS
OF THOUSANDS ON RELIEF!

For frei booklet, address:
United Brewers /whist rid/ Foungation,
19 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
•
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„Ctii-teatPasteurized Milk

.000 Facts That Concern You

VOCJ

DUTCH'S
SHOE SHOP

•

Chigefflaila

In Bankruptcy

17,08,

CREPE

FA
IS
ST)

Eight railway carloads tif hogs
plus a shipment of 75 calves and
40- hogs by tiuck were reported
today to .leave been shipped from
Murray to St. Louis by the...firm
Rhodes and Campbell Saturday
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